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ABSTRACT

A Study Using Flanders Interaction Analysis to
Determine Teacher-Student Communication Patterns In

Selected Urban Elementary School Physical Education Classes
(May 1981)

James Benjamin Ewers, Jr,, B.A.
M.A.

,

,

Johnson C. Smith University

Catholic University of America

Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Byrd L. Jones

The purpose of this study was to investigate the

different school experiences that students had in regular
and adaptive physical education classes in a selected

inner-city elementary school using Flanders Interaction
Analysis.

The major concept pursued in this study concerned

the need to chart systematically the verbal communication

patterns between teachers and students using the ten

category Flanders Observation Instriment with the hope
of fostering improved teaching practices through inservice

education.
The Review of the Literature was concerned with

examining:

(1)

the assessment of teachers'

behavior using interaction analysis,

(2)

instructional

observation

instruments with particular attention to the Flanders
model, and

(3)

the use of the Flanders model in physical

viii

education and new observation instruments.
Two teachers and four physical education classes

were selected at one inner-city elementary school.

The

Flanders Interaction Analysis was used to observe these
classes, and the results are based on interaction

patterns among fourth, fifth, sixth and adaptive physical

education classes.

A one-way analysis of variance was applied to the
data.

The results indicated the following:
(1)

The adaptive physical education class experienced

more direct teacher talk than other classes.
(2)

Physical education classes did not differ in

the amount of indirect teacher talk.
(3)

The sixth grade physical education class had more

sustained interaction than any other class.
(4)

Physical education classes did not differ in the

amount of praise given to students by teachers.
(5)

Physical education classes did not differ in the

amount of silence and confusion between teachers and
students.
In view of the exploratory nature of this research,

the results of the study will be used to strengthen future

research in the area of teacher— student communication in
inner-city elementary schools and as
inservice training for teachers.
ix
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Teaching practices in schools can be improved by
having teachers analyze their behavior and style of
teaching.

Helping teachers learn to use methods of

interaction analysis can provide them with data in order

that they might improve classroom instruction.

This

study will use the Flanders Interaction Analysis System
to examine verbal communication between teachers and

students in selected urban elementary physical education classes.

During the 1960

's

important developments took

place in evaluating teacher effectiveness upon student
learning.

Ned Flanders

(1966)

and Bruce Biddle (1964)

constructed models which gave teachers the opportunity
to assess the effectiveness of their communication

skills.

Observation instruments began as research

(jsvices to collect observable data about human inter—
a^ction in a variety of classroom environments.

Many

of these instruments gradually changed from student

oriented responses, Gallagher (1965)

oriented responses, Flanders (1966).
by Paul Allen

(1970)

,

to teacher

Research findings

and others suggested that teachers

kindergarten
talk more than all pupils combined from

1
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to graduate school and that the major problem appears
to be in the quality not the quantity of teacher input.

Responsibility for improving communication in
classrooms rests primarily on teachers.

Teachers have

both training in communication skills and a leadership

position which enables them to create

a

climate that

will facilitate or frustrate communication.

Classroom

interactions between teachers and students help to set

patterns of thinking, shape attitudes, influence participation and foster self-direction.

Inservice programs

provide an avenue for teachers to refine these skills.

According to Miller^ who facilitated staff development

with teachers at English High School in Boston,
Massachusetts, effective teachers seldom if ever stop
the lesson for disciplinary interventions and give

students a great deal of praise for their efforts.

Equity

of educational opportunities depends, in the final

analysis, on how often the teacher asks questions, what

kinds of questions are asked, and what happens to ideas
that are expressed by students.

Urban Schools

Urban schools are a major vehicle by which soand
called "disadvantaged" persons acquire new skills
an even
competencies which enable them to gain at least

"
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chance for upward mobility.

In too many instances,

however, urban schools confer upon and perpetuate within
the urban youth feelings of inferiority.

The belief

that inner-city schools have failed to provide an adequate

education for students is shared by many educators.

Dr.

Kenneth Clark's description of the student-teacher relationships in inner-city schools substantiated the hopelessness experienced by teachers and students alike:

A class war, a socioeconomic and racial warfare is
being waged on the battleground of our schools,
with middle class aspiring teachers provided with
a powerful arsenal of half truths, prejudices,
and rationalizations arrayed against2hopelessly
outclassed working class youngsters.
One of the factors accounting for student decline
in achievement by fifth and sixth grade was teacher

attitudes according to James Jones and Kenneth Clark:
"Less is expected of such pupils; they are rewarded

for poor performance and the result is a steadily in-

creasing gap between what they accomplish and what pupils
at their grade level should accomplish.

3

The problems of inner-city schools are deepened
by cultural bias and inaccurate teacher perceptions of
students.

Knowles and Prewitt stated:

"Within the

present educational apparatus, minority students suffer
from institutional discrimination in many ways but

particularly in I.Q. testing, classroom ability groups

4

and negative teacher attitudes."^

Kozol (1967)

,

recounting his experiences in teaching

in a predominantly Black elementary school in Boston,

concluded that bigoted attitudes of teachers are not only

manifested in their behavior and in the curriculum but
also cause students to feel a debilitating sense of

inferiority.
The schooling process places responsibility on

students and their environment.

This approach has done

little to heighten the self-esteem of inner-city students.

Clark wrote:

A key component of the deprivation which afflicts
ghetto children is that generally their teachers
do not expect them to learn and that they have
adopted as their concept of their function custodial care and discipline. Accordingly, the
motivational problems of the children will be
solved when teachers can be motivated to teach
effectively that is, to set high standards of
scholastic performance and to provide good instruction combined with emotional acceptance
and support.^

—

Eventually, most inner city students become dropouts
or become otherwise alienated from the educational pro-

cess but also from the system which supports it.

This

vicious chain of events begins with schools labelling
students for the sake of academic placement, and as a

result students act in accordance with their teacher's
expectation. Some of these labels include

educationally

deprived," "emotionally retarded," and "economically

5

impoverished."

These labels along with low teacher

expectations do little to enhance the students' chances
for success.

On teacher expectations of urban students,

Robert J. Havighurst and Daniel U. Levine in Education
In Metropolitan Areas wrote:

Teachers who doubt whether their students
will do well in the classroom will tend to hold
lower goals for their students and to give them
less encouragement and help when students are
performing poorly. If only teachers would expect
as much from students in the inner-city school
as from students elsewhere, appropriate learning
methods and materials in the classroom would be
enough to overcome the performance deficit
typically found in these schools.^

Teacher perceptions of students affect not only
the psychological climate of the classroom but also the

students' ability to learn.

Leacock stated:

the flexibility of the teacher's perceptions
of the children as members of a social class, her
own values for productive living, and her attitudes
toward the probability of the movement of the individual in the society, have a direct influence in
the way she uses her professional skills with
different populations of students.^
.

.

.

Perhaps the inner- city- school dilemma may have
far reaching implications, pointing to defects in the

entire educational system.

This realization strongly

underscores the speed with which solutions must be
found for these problems.

Silberman wrote:

Our preoccupation with the urban crisis must not
be permitted to blind us to the important, if less
urgent defects of public schools everywhere. In

°

.
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good measure, the defects and failures of the slum
schools are but an exaggerated version of what's
wrong with all schools.

Although conventional wisdom says that urban schools
are in a hopeless state, there are many research studies

which show that effective teaching and learning go on
in urban schools.

The latter is due in large part to

more effective teachers and administrators graduating
from more comprehensive teacher training programs (CUETEP,

University of Massachusetts; Western Michigan University)
Shared decision making among parents and school adminis-

trators has also led to new hope in urban schools.

Examining the verbal interactions between teachers
and students will shed light on the overall state of
the urban school to facilitate the teaching/ learning

process.

Teacher behaviors are a major determinant

of what happens in the classroom.

Leacock suggested:

"The potency of school influence can best be understood

through detailed study of the internal processes of
the classroom."

9

This study examines teacher-student interaction in
that
urban physical education classes with the belief
styles
teachers can become more aware of their teaching

and their impact upon students.

7

Implications for Physical Education

Inner-city physical educators have a vital role
to play in contributing toward the total education
of

all students.

To meet with success in inner-city schools

physical educators must resolve problems resulting from
large class enrollments, special needs students, limited

facilities and budgets.

Inner-city physical education

programs have been greatly influenced by social and economic trends in this country.

Americans are becoming an urban people.

The U.S.

Census Bureau estimated that by late 1980 seventy to

seventy-five percent of our population will be living
in cities of 50,000 or more, or in areas that feed into

these cities.

During the sixties large cities tended to have
a high turnover rate of teachers as the student population

increased.

Washington D.C. had a student population

increase from 145,951 to 148,719 from 1966 to 1968.^^
Surveys (1974) showed that approximately sixtyfive percent of all teachers worked in metropolitan areas.

Along with the different types of curriculum, physical
facilities, and school levels was a diversity of teachers

according to experience, age and other characteristics
important to the profession.

In Chicago

(1964)

teachers

.

8

of high shshus schools

experience.

held 3

msdisn of ninctssn years

Those who worked in the inner city had a

median of four years.

Teachers leaving inner-city schools

complicated the problem of hiring and retaining the best
teachers
The physical education program in the elementary

school is all important in building skills and attitudes

about leisure type sports.

All students will not become

Julius Ervings or Chris Everts; thus it is important
that students' feelings about recreational and leisure
type sports be developed in the lower grades.

Students

need practice in building muscular skills and coordination;
they need to learn specific rules of games and team sports.

Development of positive mental attitudes toward sports-

manship and group cooperation are imperative.
Presently, declining student enrollments, budget

restrictions that affect the school curriculum and

a

decrease in the numbers of new teachers are also serious
problems for physical educators.

Appropriate learning

experiences must be provided for the great majority of
students who are considered average in ability.

But

while providing the majority we cannot afford to neglect
the above average students.

Failure to recognize their

needs can lead to boredom on their part, which in turn

9

can lead to a search for excitement and eventually
trouble.

At the opposite end of the class roster are

the poorly skilled students.

Frustrating the poorly

skilled student can be just as harmful.

Many schools are remiss in implementing challenging
experiences for low-skilled and/or superior students.
In far too many cases teacher-student interaction is

attuned to the center of the group while others suffer.

Curriculum designers must develop greater awareness of
the range of needs, interests and capabilities of large

classes and establish appropriate procedures for grouping

according to skill levels, indicating learning experiences
that can be integrated with a general program for the

average group and establishing an evaluation and measure-

ment program for determining progress.
In view of the facts presented,

inner-city school

physical educators must design and implement curricula
that will encompass the ability of all students and not

only those gifted in a particular sport.

There must also

be viable inservice workshops to train teachers in the

development of teaching styles which enable them to
interact successfully with a heterogeneous grouping
of students.

10

Implications for Adaptive Physical Education
and Special Education

Adaptive physical education is the practice of
physical education with students who have special

physical and mental needs.

Special needs students are

those students who because of their impairment cannot
take full advantage of the general physical education

curriculum.

There are approximately five million students in
the United States who require special education because
of a handicap.

12

Of this number, more than 3.5 million

receive regular classroom instruction, whereas the

remaining students attend special schools.

Not counted

in this large population are those students whom the

physical educator might consider to have special needs

according to the objectives of his profession.
is,

That

the student with such problems as poor motor coordi-

nation and impaired body mechanics might fall short of
certain physical education standards.
Court litigation enhanced the movement of adaptive

physical education.

In a suit brought by the Pennsylvania

Association of Retarded Children (1971)

,

a federal court

mandated the provision of free public school education
for mentally retarded persons.

The case of Mills vs.

11

Board of Education of the District of Columbia (1972)

expanded the implications of the Pennsylvania right to

education policy.

This latter decision provided all

handicapped children, not merely the mentally retarded,
have an equal right to education.

The Mills decision also

required that handicapped students be provided with

a

regular public school assignment or with alternatives at
public school expense.

Federal legislation P.L. 94-142, the Education for
All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, mandates that

students be placed in the least restrictive educational

environment and be evaluated as to their progress.

There

will still be a need for specialists to provide special
services, but no longer do they have the total responsi-

bility to educate all the handicapped students.
This sequence of events, compounded by other problems facing the entire education community in urban

areas, provided the motivation for this study:

to

examine teacher-student interaction in physical education settings, and to make recommendations which will
foster better teaching practices and enable teachers to
give students optimum learning experiences.

12

Studies on Improving Teacher- Student Interaction

There have been scattered attempts at analyzing

teacher-student interaction in inner-city schools and

more specifically in inner-city physical education
classes.

The research that follows examines attempts

made in the area of improving teacher effectiveness.
Chachere and Elliot (1977) examined the concept of
ps^^ceptual dissonance as it applied to urban education.

Using a study module for students in education, they
attempted to identify some social and cultural factors

which affected teacher and student behavior in innercity schools.

The writers based their investigation

on the point that teachers must be able to perceive
their beliefs, attitudes and customs in an objective

fashion and in concert with their own culture if they
are going to interact with students of different social

and cultural backgrounds.

Minority students in the

study seemed to be less concerned with these teacher

characteristics than with a teacher's instructional
ability and fairness.

With this point in mind, limited

interaction between cultures may create problems in
inner-city schools.

Inner-city students showed stronger positive
attitudes toward their life and education than their

13

teachers' perceptions in this regard.

There was per-

ceptual dissonance, and this factor could limit the

effectiveness of interaction.

Viewed from another

direction, strong communication between teachers and

students results when the teachers' perceptions are in
line with those of their students.

When they are not,

adjustments ought to be made so that communication may
improve.

When communication improves, instruction and

performance should follow.
Newcombe (1977) said that physical educators in-

volved with teacher education programs at urban institutions of higher learning were responsible to the city
for training personnel who would lead worthwhile pro-

grams and effectively relate to urban youngsters.

The

present study will also allow physical educators to act
as resource persons for community organizers who work

with youth in educational and athletic programs.
Newcombe (1977) also used volleyball as
reach urban students.

a

means to

She found that physical education

majors were able to relate actively to urban students by
virtue of their work.

The personalities of the partici

pants changed in a positive direction as meaningful

interaction took place.

In light of this study it can be

role
said that physical educators can act as positive

models for urban youth.

.
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Kraft and Julien (1977) described a teacher

preparation program which was designed to demonstrate
the need for careful observation on the part of physical

education teachers with their students.

The present

study will allow for a systematic evaluation of communi-

cation patterns between teachers and students and be
used as a model to assist all teachers in improving their

behaviors

Competency-based intervention influenced physical
education student-teacher behavior and pupil behavior
as well

(Darst, 1976)

.

While changes in the appropriate

direction occurred for all behaviors, some were especially
noteworthy.

One was group interaction.

Darst, intervention was the causal agent.

According to
Interestingly,

pupil economic background was one factor which the writer

mentioned as an influence on the specific rate of behavior
change.

Magill and Ash studied achievement motivation,
self-concept, sport anxiety and motor development since
little attention had been directed toward the relationship between participation in sports and achievement

motivation.

through five.

Subjects were 321 students in grades one
They were categorized as participants or

non— participants in organized sports programs.

The

15

findings showed that the groups could not be distinguished

through the tests used in the study.
also administered.

A questionnaire was

The results showed that a large per-

centage of the participating students were involved in
some type of athletic activity.

There was a slight

relationship between parental involvement in sport and
that of their children.

A number of behavioral characteristics were examined
in the study.

One, sport anxiety, demonstrated a potential

for discriminating groups.

Thus, a student's general

feeling of anxiety toward competition may be influenced
by sports.

This feeling may act as a precursor to the

development of achievement motivation.

Good communication

between students and their physical education teacher may
encourage the growth of this characteristic.
Statement of The Problem
The present study examines four physical education

classrooms in an urban elementary school.

By using

Flanders Interaction Analysis the study records the

different experiences of students in regular and adaptive
physical education classes and reports a comparison of
teacher and student interactions.

The findings will be

used to give teachers information and new strategies for

improving their teaching styles.

16

Communication between students and teachers is a
critical aspect of learning.

If communication is poor,

only limited learning will take place.

Olson (1977)

said that research in classroom communication indicates

that students who do not communicate in the classroom

may feel that the appropriate channels are inoperative.
Some students may lack the necessary speech skills,

precluding them from meaningful responses.

He made

several suggestions for dealing with this problem.

Drawing students into the verbal interaction pattern
was emphasized.

A considerable amount of interest has been directed
to teacher-student classroom interaction.

For the most

part, interaction pattern was emphasized.

Michel 1 and

Peel (1977) incorporated a cognitive dimension into
the analysis of classroom discourse.

Investigators

monitored student thinking levels and social interaction
during class discussion.
that teachers

'

Howe and Riley (1977) found

comments had a positive effect on their

pupils' reading skills.

Weber

(1977)

was concerned

with the importance given to various professional competencies by female high school physical education
teachers.

She constructed an instrument which included

a number of items

dealing with communication.

The
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results appeared to be useful in reviewing role identifi-

cation and role expectation.
Physical education offers a unique area for studying
the influence of teacher instructional behavior on stu-

dent verbal behavior.

In physical education,

may move about as a part of the program.
classroom, they may not do so.

students

In the typical

As a result of this freedom

of movement, private direct communication between a stu-

dent and a teacher can take place readily.

Students need

not inhibit themselves through the entire course of a

physical education lesson.

Therefore, interaction with

teachers and other students is encouraged here.
The present study is exploratory and, in one sense,

will act as a guidepost for later researchers who wish
to conduct further investigations.

However, because of

the implications for the areas researched, the study may

have an impact beyond its direct concern.

Communication

between students and teachers, the urban school situation,
and interaction in the classroom are important concerns
today.

The physical education program is often over-

looked and patterns of communication between teachers and
students are not reviewed.

The present study will chart

behavior patterns and offer recommendations to teachers
on their verbal interactions with students.
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Purpose of The Study
This is an exploratory study designed to investigate

communication patterns between teachers and students in
one urban elementary school's physical education classes,

with particular attention paid to the different student
experiences in regular and adaptive classrooms.
Research Questions
This study was designed to provide information

concerning the following questions:
(1)

Are there differences in the amount of direct and

indirect teacher talk in regular fourth, fifth, sixth

versus adaptive physical education classes?
(2)

Are there differences in the amount of student talk

in regular fourth, fifth, sixth versus adaptive physical

education classes?
(3)

Are there differences in the amount of praise teachers

give students in regular fourth, fifth, sixth versus

adaptive physical education classes?
(4)

Are there differences in the amount of silence or

confusion between teachers and students in regular fourth,
fifth, sixth versus adaptive physical education classes?
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Significance of The Study
This study will provide a basis for teachers

examining their teaching styles in physical education
settings.

This feedback may stimulate improvements in

teaching practices and foster better learning experiences
for all students.

Present urban city school staffs become intertwined
in a myriad of problems and are not able to rechannel their

energies and efforts.

While the need for better trained

teachers has long been recognized, efforts to improve
the quality of teaching in urban city schools have proven
to be inadequate to meet the growing numbers of schools

falling within the category of urban city schools.

Many

programs, because of their limited size, have been unable
to reach a sufficient number of individuals in positions
to make a significant impact on the rapidly expanding

number of urban schools.
Inservice programs can be designed to improve
instruction, positively affect teacher attitudes and

behavior and lastly improve the social-emotional climate
of urban schools.

This study should be of assistance to

inservice teachers, students and other school personnel

interested in finding a different approach to the problems
of teachers and students in urban schools.

When effective
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teaching styles are identified this information can be
shared with their fellow colleagues and possibly be

used as a model for effective teaching.
Limitations of The Study
The findings to be reported in this exploratory

study do not attempt to answer hypotheses but will

generate questions for further research and study.
(1)

There will be four elementary school physical

education classes:

fourth grade, fifth grade, sixth

grade and adaptive.
(2)

All classes will be sexually integrated and

each class will be observed five times.
(3)

Two physical educators will volunteer their

time and classes.
(4)

This study does not attempt to include all

teachers and students or other school related personnel.
(5)

There was no attempt made to measure teachers'

effectiveness through the use of student scores on
physical education tests.
(6)

The school selected is located in Washington,

D.C., and the results cannot be generalized.
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(7)

No attempt was made to decide what influence,

if any, race or sex of teachers and students had
upon

student- teacher interactions.

This study received its initial impetus from a
focus on teacher effectiveness in urban schools; however,
it is hoped that the findings may have implications for

suburban school districts.

Definition of Terms

Urban Elementary Schools

;

Schools located in com-

munities marked by low income status and minority group
status.

Physical Education

;

Instruction in the exercise

and care of the human body held within a school setting.

Flanders Interaction Analysis Model

;

An instrument

designed to evaluate through a ten category system the
verbal interaction between teachers and students.

Adaptive Physical Education

;

Physical education

classes for students with mild to moderate physical
and mental special needs.

Interaction Analysis Matrix

;

A system developed

in the Flanders Model to tabulate and interpret the

raw data.
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Flanders Categories

;

Indirect Teacher Influence includes the following:
(1)

Accepts feelings of student

(2)

Praises or encourages student

(3)

Accepts or uses ideas of student

(4)

Asks questions of student

Direct Teacher Influence includes the following:
(5)

Lectures student

(6)

Gives directions to student

(7)

Criticizes or justifies authority of student

(10)

Student talk includes the following:
(8)

Student talk response

(9)

Student talk initiation
Silence or confusion between student and teacher.
Summary

This chapter provided background information on
the need for teachers to analyze their communication

patterns with students in the hope that they can become
better teachers.

Particular attention was given to

urban elementary physical education classes with
specific implications for urban elementary school
physical educators, adaptive physical education, and
special education.
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The research instrument used to observe teacher-

student communication patterns in this study was the
Flanders Interaction Analysis System.

The present

study was undertaken because of a dearth of research
in the area of teacher-student interaction in urban

elementary physical education settings.

CHAPTER

I

I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Interaction analysis has been used extensively in

educational settings in the recent past.

In using this

system classroom behavior is described along a number of
categories.

The Flanders Interaction Analysis is one

approach which enjoys wide use.
Flanders Interaction Analysis System provides a
succinct group of dimensions for describing the manner in

which a teacher interacts with a class.

It is frequently

used as a training device and attempts to lead teachers

toward more indirect approaches in their instructional
behavior.

Flanders Interaction Analysis System em-

phasizes teacher questioning as opposed to lecturing and
positive reinforcement as opposed to criticism.
The review of the literature presented in this

chaper examines studies which have used the interactional

approach to teaching with particular attention given to
the Flanders Model.
1.

They are as follows:

Studies which used interaction analysis
in assessing teachers'

instructional

behavior in the classroom.
2.

Studies which employed interaction analysis
in assessing the relationship between teacher
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behavior and student motivation and
achievement.
3.

Studies which used interaction analysis in

physical education classes.
The remainder of this chapter will be concerned with

reviewing new observation instruments and the Flanders

Observation Instrument.
Interactional Analysis;

Assessing Teachers

Instructional Behavior in the Classroom

Amidon (1970) found that student teachers who were
taught interaction analysis were more indirect on virtually
all instructional indices than those who were not given

instruction in this strategy.

Mayfield (1976) studied small group interaction
among secondary school students.

This procedure permits

increased participation and more equal participation than
lecture dominated activities.

The investigator examined

the factors acting within a small group in order to de-

termine the "rationality of the interaction" while the
group went through the problem solving process.

Mayfield used the Bales model (1950) to describe
the interaction occurring within the group.

The ad-

vantage of this system over other approaches lies in the
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mapping of specific intragroup structures and the supplying of data on all group members by each member.

Con-

sequently, each individual's role may be perceived as
the "product of a dynamic interaction between the indi-

vidual's personality and the group structure and
processes.

The Bales system is also sensitive to

group communication patterns.
The study group included 85 eleventh and twelfth

grade students.

Five person teams were formed.

They

were asked to work on the NASA Moon Survival Problem.
The Bales model admits twenty-six role types.

only twelve were described.

Here,

Virtually all of the par-

ticipants were described as friendly and task-oriented.

Using the plan of group roles derived from spatial plots,
three types of groups were identified.

The differences

centered on interpersonal ratings.
As perceived by the group members, the clustering of
role types indicated that students discriminated these

types on the basis of "material success and power."

14

Teachers should realize that small group discussion may
be enhanced by the employment of learning materials which

present alternatives.

Moreover, teachers must acknow-

ledge the potential of group work as opposed to lecture.

Martin (1976) commented on Mayfield's investigation.

..
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III

his judginsnt, th© Bales model was not appropriate for

this research.

It was designed for use with groups which

had been in existence for a period of time.

Its use for

those created momentarily raises a question in terms of
the underlying rationale.

In addition, the point that

group members were acquainted with each other might have

influenced the findings.

The Bales approach was de-

veloped with adults and college students.

According to

Martin, its use with adolescents has not been validated.
The impact of student verbal behavior on teacher

verbal behavior was assessed by Noble and Nolan (1976)
They used a modification of the Brophy and Good (1974)

approach with high school seniors.

Students who volun-

teered more frequently were more likely to receive

direct question from the teacher.

a

However, the results

showed that students influenced the flow of student

responses as well as their frequency.

Principals may place differential values on teacher
directiveness.

This phenomenon and that of student moti-

vation were researched by Tjosvold and Kastelic (1976)
Teachers and student teachers were told that their principal favored one approach or the other

.

The partici-

pants used the teaching style advocated by the principal.

Flanders Interaction Analysis System was used to collect

.
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data

Harrison (1976) studied student achievement as it
related to certain teacher characteristics.

She attempted

to name those teacher behaviors and characteristics asso-

ciated with high overall class reading achievement.

Flanders Interaction Analysis System was used to collect
information from twenty- four second and third grade
classrooms.

The investigator found that teachers who

possessed an autonomous attitude, preferred pragmatic
activities, spent relatively little class time lecturing,
and demonstrated an abstract conceptual structure tended
to be more successful in terms of class reading

achievement.
In another study, Campbell

flexibility in instruction.

(1977)

researched teacher

While he limited his re-

search to science teachers at the junior high school
level, there seems to be no reason to restrict the

findings to this group.

His primary concern was the

relationship between instructional style and student
ability.

According to Campbell, flexibility is a critical
attribute of effective teaching.

He listed thirteen

variables which could influence flexibility.

The first

three are actual student ability levels, anticipated
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student ability level, and relative independence of the
group.

The investigator used the Campbell Ross Interaction

System to collect his data.

This approach was developed

through Flanders Interaction Analysis System and "subscripts a teacher's praise, a teacher's use of student
ideas, a teacher's questions, the rejection of student

ideas and behavior, student initiated talk, and silence

and confusion."
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The Campbell Ross strategy yields

more specific information than Flanders Interaction

Analysis System as a 28 by 28 matrix is produced.

It

also generates 54 interactive ratios.

Past research in this area has been inconclusive.
One reason for this lack of consistency has been con-

fusion as to the definition of terms.

Campbell opera-

tionally defines flexibility as "the ability to shift

interactive gears to one or more of the following five
levels;

Highly Direct, Direct, Neutral, Indirect,

Highly Indirect.
Ten teachers participated in the study.

Each teacher

taught one high ability group and one low ability group.
The student body was predominantly Caucasian and de-

scribed as lower middle class.

Campbell found that the lower ability groups received
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Dir©ct instruction whils th© high©r ability groups
r©c©iv©d Highly Indir©ct instruction.

Further analysis

of th© data revealed that the class itself tended to be

responsible for the teacher's instructional style.

Or,

high ability groups raised the "cognitive level of
dialogue.

In conclusion,

instructional flexibility

seemed to be a critical variable for the science
teacher.

Cooper (1977) studied first and second grade classrooms.

He used the Brophy-Good system to assess student

teacher interactions as part of his investigation.

When

critical teacher responses were reduced, student initiated interactions increased.

Armstrong and Armstrong (1977) studied the questioning strategy of art teachers.

They were partial to

the Parson's model which uses six schedules for description.

Erbes

(1978)

used the principles of interaction analysis

in music education.

In his judgment,

verbal interaction

was associated with superior classroom climate.

Rehearsals

improved as a result of a more indirect approach.

Borman (1978) used interaction analysis in the
kindergarten.
occurred.

She noted that seasonal or time effects

Conversation between students increased

dramatically over time.

Children in open classroom

"
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settings increased their production of language for

both instructional and interpersonal reasons while those
in traditional settings increased their conversation

through "regulative and imaginative— innovative— expressive
1

functions.

q

Buttery and Powell (1978) assessed the impact of

a

teacher's response to student answers following a
teacher's question.

This procedure gave the student an

indication of the value of his/her response.

With this

information, students can adjust and modify their re-

sponses in accordance with the teacher's objectives.

Sixteen teachers participated in the study.

They had

first or third grade assignments and information was

gathered during reading instruction.
Participating teachers had at least three years of
successful teaching experience in their grade level.
Students were divided into two groups according to stan-

dardized reading test scores.

One group included those

with high scores, and the other was composed of those
with low scores.
The schools served a population which was described
as lower middle class.

This characteristic was deter-

mined by income, school expenditures, and the number of
students eligible for free federally supported lunch
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programs.

The racial composition in each school was

similar, approximately sixty percent white and forty

percent black.
The researchers constructed their own instrument for

use in the study.

Basically, it included data on the

number of teacher questions asked, the type of student

response offered, and the style of the teacher comment.
Style was either simple or extended.

Affirmation was the most frequently used form of
teacher comment.

It represented more than twenty per-

cent of all feedback.

Response development with a

prompt repeat and rephrasing of questions was also
used frequently.

Overall, feedback was positive.

The

number of questions a teacher asked was linked to grade
and level.

Higher grade classes received more questions

as did higher performing groups within grades.

According to Goldberger (1974), "systematic classroom analysis can help improve instruction indirectly
by providing teachers with objectives and reliable

information about their teaching behavior."
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He favors

Flanders Interaction Analysis System in order to note

differences between teaching intent and outcome.
By using Flanders Interaction Analysis System, a

teacher can assess his/her teaching style with regard

.
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to student response.

While interaction analysis may be

used by supervisors for teacher evaluation, it may lead
to erroneous conclusions if novice observers are used.

While Flanders Interaction Analysis System was designed

with verbal behaviors in mind, it can be modified to
deal with the forms of nonverbal behavior found in

physical education classes.

By using the system, teachers

can beneficially exploit effective instructional be-

haviors and eliminate those which show little impact in
terms of learning.

Interactional Analyses;

Assessing Relationships

Between Teacher Behavior and Student

Motivation and Achievement
Flanders (1960) employed interaction analysis to
study the relationship between teacher behavior and stu-

dent motivation and achievement.

This study was the

first to use interaction analysis for this purpose.

Stu-

dents taught by teachers who used the indirect style

achieved at a significantly higher level than those
taught by teachers who used a direct style.

In addition,

the greatest differences were found among students taught

by teachers showing the strongest commitment to either

style
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Variability in instructional behavior was also observed.

Teachers of higher achieving classes tended to

use a larger number of instructional techniques in the

classroom.

Flanders names this variable flexibility.

Its appearance showed that an individual teacher was

able to set proper instructional behaviors to the situation at hand.
Two junior high school geometry classes were taught
in either a direct or indirect teaching style (Amidon,
1959)

.

Dependent prone pupils achieved at

a

significant-

ly higher level in the indirect teaching situation.

In

social studies, however, this finding did not occur
(Flanders, 1960)

.

The small number of classes involved

may have contributed to the contradictory findings.
Schantz (1963) considered student ability in her
investigation.

High ability students taught by teachers

using an indirect style of teaching (accepts feeling;

praises or encourages; accepts or uses ideas of students;
asks questions) were higher achievers than those taught
in a direct manner

(lecturing; giving directions; criti-

cizing or justifying authority)

.

Nelson (1964) found

that teachers who used the indirect approach had superior

students in terms of linguistic performance than those

who used the direct style.

LaShier found similar results
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among student teachers in an eighth grade biology program.
Dohl (1966) studied student questioning behavior and

related teacher behaviors.

He discovered that the in-

cidence of student questioning behavior and the extent
of teacher domination of interaction were inversely

related.

The same relationship held with regard to

student questioning and teacher questioning.

Kinder-

garten pupils served as the focus for Beller, Weber and

Amidon (1966)

.

Here indirect teaching was more pro-

ductive in terms of student performance.
Student motivation and achievement were related to

indirect instructional behavior (Furst, 1967)

.

In

addition socially appropriate student behavior was related
to indirect teacher behavior while inappropriate student

behavior was linked to direct teaching.

Creativity was linked to indirect teaching while

criticism restricted growth in this area.
1966B,

Soar (1966A,

1967) examined the relationships between teacher

and student classroom behavior, academic growth and

creativity.
period.

His effort took place over a two-year

Low student hostility produced more growth in

creativity than high pupil hostility.

Indirect teaching

generated more growth in vocabulary and reading than
direct intervention regardless of the hostility level.

.

.
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Enochs (1965) found that creative thinking was en-

couraged through the development of a classroom climate
where students felt free to express their ideas.

He

used fifth grade students as subjects.

Research on desirable teacher characteristics has
taken a number of directions.

For the most part, traits

are perceived differently in terms of desirability.

Em-

pathy and warmth on the part of the teacher tend to be

associated with high student performance (Aspy, 1965;
Truax and Tatum, 1966)
Teachers occupy a leadership position in the classroom.

Therefore, they must be willing to assume

responsibility for the activities that take place within
the classroom.

They must allow student decision making

in appropriate settings, accept the responsibility given

them by the community, and assume a flexible attitude

with their students (Jenkins, 1966)
Interactional Analysis In Physical

Education Classes

Goldberger (1976) mentions the use of Flanders

Interaction Analysis System in physical education;
however, his supporting discussion fails to note its

application in such a setting.
verbal communication.

He refers only to non-

.
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Kraft (1974) reported his use of interaction
analysis while supervising physical education student
teachers.

He used a system developed at Syracuse

University which tabulates ten supervisor behaviors and
five teacher behaviors.

In Kraft's opinion, both quali-

tative and quantitative information can be derived from
the data collected.

This information can be used to

encourage instructional changes.
Hutslar (1976) used applied behavior analysis with
student teachers in elementary physical education.

Six

practicing elementary physical education teachers and
their students served as subjects.

Cooperating teachers

were able to use these techniques in changing selected
behaviors of their student teachers.
Crowe (1977) examined teacher expectancy effects
on students in physical education classes.

The Brophy

and Good Interaction Analysis System was used with

junior high school students.

Differential treatment

based on achievement was noted as those students identified as high achievers were given more opportunities to
respond.

In addition, they were treated with more

warmth and given more affirmative responses to their
contributions
Barrette (1977) described and analyzed the occurrence.
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duration, and distribution of teacher behaviors in forty

elementary and secondary physical education classes.

He

used Anderson's Physical Education Teachers' Professional

Functions System to gather information.

This system is

multidimensional and uses a "natural unit" to code
behavior in six dimensions.

Each class was videotaped.

Elementary and secondary classes were equally represented.

Schools in five counties from three states

were used to insure diversity and representativeness.
Barrette found that more than 94 percent of class
time was spent in interactive functioning.

On the

average, teachers spent their time performing over
200 separate functions per class.

The researcher

commented on the similarity of the elementary and
secondary classes.

There was a general trend toward

teacher dominance and control in both settings.

Martinek et al.

(1977)

studied elementary student

decision making as it affected motor skills and
self-concept.

They used vertical and horizontal teaching

models in their investigation.

Their treatment group

included 230 Boston elementary school children in
grades one through five.

Students participated either

in a program where the teacher made all decisions or in
a

program where this responsibility was shared.

The
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first approach was called the vertical model and the
second, the horizontal model.

In the vertical model,

the teacher lectures and gives direction.

predicted nonverbal responses.

Pupils offer

In the horizontal model,

the teacher lectures as in the vertical but asks ques-

tions rather than gives directions.

A comparison group

of 115 students was used in the study.

To verify the treatments employed in the investigation, the Cheffers Adaptation of Flanders Interaction

Analysis System was used.

Motor skill development and

self-concept were measured by instruments constructed
for these purposes.

Students had similar socioeconomic backgrounds.

The

participating schools did not offer formal physical

education programs.

Therefore, their participation in

such programs occurred as a result of this investigation.

Instruction in physical education was given for two
45 minute sessions per week over a ten week period.

One

treatment group worked under the vertical model and the
other under the horizontal model.

Graduate assistants

led the sessions which included exploration, gymnastics

and apparatus.
The researchers used analysis of covariance to test
for significant differences using a pretest as the

covariate.

Sex,

treatment and grade level acted as
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factors.

There were three treatments, horizontal,

vertical and control.

Treatment proved to be significant with regard to

motor skill development and self-concept.

A post-hoc

analysis showed that the vertical group was superior in

motor skill performance while the horizontal group had
higher self-concept scores.
As could be anticipated, grade was a significant

factor in motor skills.

Grade one was significantly

lower than the other four grades used in the study.

In

addition, the differences were incremented by grade.

While a significant difference appeared for self-concept,
this difference separated grade two from grades three,
four and five.

No reasonable explanation for this

finding was stated.
The researchers concluded that a teacher-directed

strategy appears best for motor skill development.
However, a student-sharing scheme was associated with

improved self-concept.

If these findings hold in future

studies, physical educators interested in emphasizing

motor skill development or self-concept would be well
advised to select the appropriate teaching strategy in
their instructional program.

Staff development should

be planned in conjunction with these strategies.
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Segal (1977) commented on the interest shown in

health education teaching approaches in line with "value
and feeling-oriented methodologies."

Yet, the prepa-

ration required to lead group discussion is lacking in

teacher training curricula.

According to Segal, an

untrained leader may cause a number of problems.
To this end, he suggests a system of awareness
training.

Here, proper techniques and strategies would

be demonstrated.

All members must be made aware of the

group's objectives if maximum progress is to take place.
He constructed the Segal Interaction Analysis Scale
to evaluate verbal behaviors in these settings.

The

scale is composed of ten categories which describe

behaviors crucial to group interaction.

Segal dis-

cusses the elements of his system in this article.

While the system was developed with health education in
mind, it may be useful for physical education as well.

Nygaard (1977) measured verbal behaviors in

physical education classes.

He used Flanders Interaction

Analysis System with forty groups in the Missoula,

Montana public schools.

Five levels were identified:

lower elementary, upper elementary, high school, college

activity and college performance.

Aside from the lower

elementary level where no male physical education
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teachers were employed and the high school level where
an insufficient number of teachers were either employed
or cooperative, five teachers of each sex at each level

participated.

All of the participants had some faunili-

arity with interaction analysis.

Each participant was asked to prepare a lesson in

which a game, sport, skill or topic would be introduced
to the class.

Such a procedure would lead to a great

deal of verbal activity.

The researcher attended all

class sessions while attempting to remain as incon-

spicuous as possible.

He carried a concealed tape

recorder in order to gather data.
Forty tapes were sent to the facility responsible
for categorizing the information.

analysis was accomplished.
a

Here, initial

This analysis consisted of

general tally and transformation to ten by ten tables.

Nygaard made comparisons by sex, by grade level, and
by sex at grade level.

An overall description of group

verbal behavior was also produced.
were performed.

Several analyses

The primary interaction pattern was

noted and the frequency of each verbal behavior was

computed among other calculations.

Chi-square was used

to test for significance.

The analysis revealed that two major patterns
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occurred in physical education classes.

Lecture was

followed by silence or confusion followed by lecture,
or lecture followed by questions followed by student

talk followed by acceptance or use of student ideas

followed by lecture.
Female teachers tended to use the first approach
noted.

They interspersed commands or directions through

their lectures.
pattern.

Males tended to follow the second

They spend significantly more time lecturing

than females.

Females spent significantly more time

praising or encouraging, directing or commanding, and
criticizing or justifying their authority than males.

Participating teachers showed a direct verbal
influence in their classrooms.
of males and females.

This finding was true

High school physical education

teachers were more direct than their counterparts, and
female teachers were more likely to encourage student

participation.

Female teachers were more likely to use

an autocratic verbal pattern.

Bartholemew and Podio (1978) extended the analytical
process generally used in interaction studies.

In the

past, researchers have compared specific cells within the

matrix or combined such cells to produce
writers advocate a new approach.

a ratio.

The

Here data would be

.
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transferred from punched cards and restructured by com-

puter to produce a three dimensional representation.
They feel that such a presentation adds a great deal to
the information demonstrated.

They conducted a study in which thirty experienced
science teachers participated.

Results were presented

in the usual manner and through the three dimensional

style.

The format supported by the investigators was

impressive.

However, its value must be ascertained in

terms of the conventional scheme.

Future efforts must

look to the impact upon teachers as well as the ease in

which these displays may be produced.
A number of research studies have dealt with teacherstudent interaction and employed a number of observation
systems to record the behavior patterns of teachers and
students; however, specific attention has not been

given to urban elementary physical education class
settings

New Observation Instruments

According to Rosenshine and Furst (1973)

,

more than

120 different classroom observation instruments were in

print at the time of their article.

They consulted six

reference works in the area to produce this number.

Despite its size, they were of the opinion that it was
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something of an underestimate.

Many writers, for

instance, construct their own classroom observation

instruments for use in specific instances.

They may be

novel instruments in and of themselves or slight re-

visions of those already in use.

Massive revisions are

another possibility, but this seems somewhat remote.

Combinations of existing instruments may also be used.
Erlich and Borich (1979) used the Brophy-Good

Teacher Child Dyadic Interaction System (Brophy and
Everston, 1976) to examine the generalizability of

classroom observations.

This instrument has the capacity

for coding all of the dyadic interactions taking place in
a classroom.

Dyadic behaviors refer to teacher behaviors

with an individual child as well as the child's response
and interaction.

The instrument is composed of 167

variables in two primary categories.

Public response

variables consider interactions which take place in

a

group setting and private response variables deal with
instances where conferences between the teacher and

a

single student occur.

Each category includes clusters of variables.

For

the public variables, the clusters include Teacher's

Method of Selecting Students to Respond, Difficulty Level
of Questions, Type of Questions asked. Quality of Student
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Response to Questions, Teacher's Feedback Reactions to
Student Responses, Student Initiated Comments, and
Student Initiated Questions.

For the private category,

the clusters include Child Created Contacts, Teacher

Afforded Contacts, and Behavior Related Contacts.
Because of its unusual format, the system differs

from most of the others which are presently available.
Consequently, the results obtained through application
of this approach are limited.

The individualized Teacher

Behavior Analysis System used by Allard in 1978 was designed to record teacher behavior directed toward indi-

vidual students or sub-groups in class populations.

The

ITBAS system according to Allard allows the recording of

nonverbal teacher behavior and separates teacher behavior
into task related and unrelated content categories.

It

is capable of recording both verbal and nonverbal teacher

behavior directed toward individual students.

The ITBAS

system has seven categories and is an adaptation of the

Flanders Model.

Another observation instrument which allows teachers
to interact with individual students is the Cheffers

Adaptation of the Flanders Interaction Analysis System
which allows an observer to record nonverbal as well as
verbal teacher and student behavior.
Banks et al.

(1978)

studied nonverbal teaching
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behavior and Erlich and Borich (1979) examined the findings
derived from classroom observation studies.

Banks et al.

developed a classroom observation procedure designed to
obtain objective information dealing with teachers nonverbal instructional behavior.

In this procedure teacher

behaviors are recorded on videotape and are examined for
the use of eye contact when speaking, proximity to

children, the influence of direct physical contact and
the overall role of nonverbal behavior on classroom

social, emotional, and psychological climate.

The in-

strument includes a series of codes for recording facial
expressions, eye movements, head movements, showing either

approval or disapproval, audience-behavior, mannerisms,
gestures, and nonverbal control movements.

The exten-

sive descriptive sequence appears to be useful for

augmenting Flanders Information.

A simple review of the nonverbal behaviors listed
indicates the complexity associated with coding.

Without

the use of a wide recording system, such behaviors would
be impossible to identify.
The Flanders Observation Instrument

The Flanders Interaction Analysis System (1966)

was not the first classroom observation system published.
the
The Flanders System was more sophisticated than
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earlier devices and considered different types of
behaviors on the part of teachers and students, but in
many respects differed slightly from its predecessors.
One must remember that the purpose of these instruments

was to describe what was going on in the classroom under
observation.

All of them attempted to do so but took

different approaches in their employment.
Aside from the areas of silence and confusion, the

Flanders System looks directly at the relationship between a student and the teacher.
of silence or confusion,

Naturally, in the case

little learning can be taking

place of the type the Flanders proponents would postulate.
Yet,

interaction between groups of students and the

teacher, and between the students themselves are con-

stantly going on.

The Flanders System is not sensitive

to these particular relationships.

The categories in-

volved in the Flanders System simply do not report these
behaviors.

Other classroom observation systems are

sensitive to these behaviors and allow for their
recording.
The Flanders System should not be cast in a negative

light on account of this dimension.

Obviously, it was

not designed to categorize the types of classroom be-

havior that another system might take into consideration.

.
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The developer of a particular system certainly has ideas
in mind which the system merely operationalizes.

Flanders

had developed a certain construct which he attempted to

demonstrate through his system.

That he was successful

in accomplishing his objective can be noted by the

number of researchers who used his instrument in their
studies

Researchers ought to select observation instruments

with their primary interests in mind.

Clearly, if an

investigator is interested in pursuing interactions between students in a classroom, the Flanders System is not
appropriate.

One which is sensitive to this type of re-

lationship should be selected for study use.

From another point of view, the Flanders System deals
well with verbal interactions.
nonverbal activity.

It does not attend to

While the confusion category does

approach the nonverbal dimension, there are no codes for
specific nonverbal behaviors.

Again, investigators who

are interested in such behaviors should select systems

other than the Flanders to study their concerns.

Nonverbal behavior may be as important in an

educational setting as verbal activities. Relationships

mitigate against a sound coding procedure in this case.
Examples may be found in the interaction between a
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teacher and student in a special education class where

warmth may be crucial to the special child's development
or in a physical education class where the tone of a

command or the type of reprimand may carry far more

concern than the behavior itself.
This chapter has presented a review of the relevant

research to the present study.

Therefore, attention has

been given to the following studies:
1.

Studies which examined relationships between

teachers and students using the Flanders Interaction
Analysis; and
2.

Classroom Observation Instruments Developed after

the Flanders Model.

The present study will use the Flanders Model as the

observation instrument to investigate differences in
verbal interaction between teachers and students in

selected urban elementary physical education classes.
The instrument was not modified because of the limited

research done in the area of physical education using
the Flanders Instrumentation.

CHAPTER III
THE STUDY

Purpose
The study is designed to investigate the differences
in verbal interaction between teachers and students in

selected elementary physical education classes.
Research Questions
The following research questions were tested in the
study:
(1)

Are there differences in the amount of direct and

indirect teacher talk in regular fourth, fifth, and sixth
versus adaptive physical education classes?
(2)

Are there differences in the amount of student

talk in regular fourth, fifth, and sixth versus adaptive

physical education classes?
(3)

Are there differences in the amount of praise

teachers give students in regular fourth, fifth, and sixth

versus adaptive physical education classes?
(4)

Are there differences in the amount of silence

or confusion between teachers and students in regular

fourth,

fifth, and sixth versus adaptive physical

education classes?
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Methodology

Instrumentation

The Flanders System of Interaction

.

Analysis is a widely used observational category system

which allows the analysis of specific patterns of teacher
and student verbal classroori behaviors.
In Interaction Analysis, a trained observer classifies

teacher /pupil verbal behavior by recording appropriate

categories every three seconds and whenever there is a
change of behavior.

Ten categories are used in this

classification process; these categories fall into three
teacher verbal behaviors, pupil verbal

broad divisions:

behaviors, and silence or confusion.

Teacher behaviors are further divided into two main
types of influences, indirect and direct.

Indirect in-

fluence is defined as behaviors of the teacher which

encourage and support pupil participation; direct influence refers to teacher acts which restrict pupil

participation.

There are four categories of indirect teacher
influence
accepting student feeling

category

1 -

category

2

-

giving praise or encouragement

category

3

-

accepting student ideas

category

4

-

asking questions

.
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There are three categories of direct teacher influence:

category

5 -

category

6

-

giving directions

category

7

-

criticizing or justifying authority

lecturing, giving facts or opinions

There are two student verbal categories;

category

8

-

student response

category

9

-

student initiation.

Table

1 suitimarizes

the behaviors included in each of

the above categories

Interaction analysis;

reliability

.

Questions concerning

the reliability and validity of classroom observation data

have received much attention in the literature.

Medley and Mitzel (1958) supported the use of analysis
of Vciriance for calculating the reliability of observa-

tions of teachers' classroom behaviors.

Previously,

correlational techniques had been used in virtually all
instances.

Variation among scores may be attributed to

differences among teachers and differences between visits.
The variation among observers is accounted for by an
error factor.

Naturally, the records of teacher be-

havior may be influenced by variables acting on the individual which are not observable.

The teacher's health,

state of anxiety, and attitudes may vary from day to day.

Researchers must assume that the observed behaviors
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Table

Summary of categories for interaction analysis.

1.

ACCEPTS FEELINGS

accepts and clarifies the feeling tone
a non—tnreatening manner.
Feelings may
be positive or negative,
Predicting or recalling feeli.ngs
is included
;

in

2

.

PRAIS ES OR ENCOURAGES
praises or encourages student
action or behavior. Jokes that release tension, but not
at the expense of another individual; nodding head, or
saying "urn hm?" or "go on" are included.
:

ACCEPTS OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS
clarifyi.ng, building,
or developing ideas suggested by a student.
As teacher
brings more of his own ideas into play, shift to Category 5
:

^

_

.

8.
4.

ASKS QUESTIONS
asking a question about content or orocedure with the intent that a student answer.
;

9.

5.

LECTURING
giving facts or opinions about content or procedures expressing his own ideas, asking rhetorical questions
;

;

.

GIVING DIRECTIONS
directions, commands, or orders with
which a student is expected to comply.
:

10.

CRITICIZING OR JUSTIFYING AUTHORITY
statements i.ntended
to change student behavior from nonacceptable to acceptable
pattern; bawling someone out; stating why the teacher is
doing what he is doing; extreme self -ref erence.
;

STUDENT TALK-RESPONSE;
:alk by students in response to
teacher.
Teacher initiates the contact or solicits
student statement.
talk by students, which they
STUDENT TALK- II4ITIATI0N
initiate.
If "calling on" student is only zo indicate who
may talk next, observer must decide whether student wanted
If he did, use this category.
to talk.
:

pauses, short periods of silence,
SILENCE OR CONFUSION
and periods of confusion in which communication cannot be
understood by the observer.
;

*

There is NO scale implied by these numbers. Each number is classificaTo write
tory; it designates a particular kind of communication event.
these numbers down during observation is to enumerate--not to judge a
position on a scale.

.

.
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represent the individual's general activities and are
not unique to a single incident.

Medley and Mitzel described a study in which six
observers participated.

The observers visited 33 teach-

ers in two person teams.

Each one of the six observers

visited each teacher once.
volved.

Eight dimensions were in-

Therefore, 198 scores were gathered.

The ob-

servers were grouped into one unit of three teams, and
the first eleven teachers were visited.

The observers

were regrouped and the second group of eleven teachers
was visited.

Another observer regrouping took place,

and these teams visited the third group of participating

teachers

The estimated coefficient of reliability was .64.

Sixty-five percent of this figure was attributed to
errors of measurement.

Twenty- nine percent was due to

visit-to-visit variations and thirty-six percent to "discrepancies between different observers' records of the
same behavior"

(p.

28)

In another study. Medley and Mitzel
a team with four teachers in one school.

(1958) worked as

The partici-

pating teachers were visited by the team on four occasions.

The visits took place about a week apart.

The

100
observers remained in the classroom until roughly

statements had been classified.

They compared their
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notes and clarified category definitions.

Then, the ob-

servers visited the teachers on four additional occasions.

Again, weekly intervals spaced the visits.

The reliabili-

ty emerging depended upon the particular category in-

volved in the observation.

For some categories, the re-

liability was as high as ninety percent, but for others
the figure hovered around fifty percent.

Cobb (1972) collected classroom observation data and

periodically checked reliability during the procedure.
This monitoring strategy is somewhat unique because
strong reliability levels in most studies were deter-

mined prior to the data collection phase.

reliability checks were not conducted.

Subsequent

When compared to

Cobb, therefore, other investigators fall short in this

regard.

Timely reliability checks are important to in-

sure consistency of observer behavior.

Luce and Hoge

(1977) made some reliability checks during the course

of their investigation.

Their reliability coefficients

were high, averaging about .90.

In this case, however,

reliability reports were based on ratings across categories.

Looking at categories on an individual basis

could lead to more informative findings.

Or, the relia-

bility of certain categories may be considerably different
from the reliability of others.

This discrepancy may

categories
balance when computations are performed on the

.
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as a whole.

They would emerge when each category is

studied individually.

Differences could lead to changes

in study design as well as adjustments in the findings

and their interpretation.

Interaction analysis:

validity

While inter-observer

.

reliability is an important characteristic of classroom
studies, the question of stability over time must also
be taken into consideration.

Direct investigation of

this variable has been limited.

Stability across teach-

ing content has not been subjected to analysis and con-

stitutes an imposing limitation in terms of generalizing
the results of the present study.

Frick and Semmel (1976) called attention to the

contrast between the large number of classroom observation
systems which were available to investigators in com-

parison to the limited amount of evidence centering on
the relationship between specific teaching skills and

observable teaching behavior.

One reason for the

emergence of nonsignificant findings may be attributed
to the inadequate control of error sources for observation

data

Selection of the study site.

The observation site for the

study designed to investigate teacher- student interaction

.
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is an elementary school located in Vlashington, D.C.

The

schools in the capital of one of the most affluent nations
in the history of mankind are in many ways like other large

city schools.

They suffer from economic disadvantage,

racial and ethnic isolation and achievement levels that
are below national norms.

Also like other large city school systems, Washington,
D.C. has had its share of surveys, studies and visiting

consultants.

In 1970 the Board of Education in the

District of Columbia adopted a plan developed by the

Metropolitan Applied Research Corporation (MARC) of
New York.

The plan, A Possible Reality

,

had as its major

theme the upgrading of the reading and arithmetic skills
of the students in the District of Columbia Public

Schools
The area of physical education has not received
the systematic evaluations that other disciplines have

received; thus the present study on teacher student

interaction can serve as a focal point for the develop-

ment of other inservice evaluation systems.
An urban elementary school was selected because
there have been few studies done in urban schools and in
the area of physical education although there had been

studies done using the Flanders Model to improve teacher
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effectiveness.

Studies that were done in both urban

schools and physical education were listed in the review
of the literature.

Subjects

.

Participants in this study were sixty

elementary school male and female students from one urban
Washington, D.C. school district.

The school has a

student population of approximately 600 students and is
located in a low- income area.

The school has been

successful in involving parents in school activities
and has an effective after-school tutorial program for

students.

Grades ranged from fourth through sixth along

with an adaptive physical education class which consisted
of students with mild to moderate physical and mental

special needs.

The teacher-student ratio in the regular

physical education programs was approximately one teacher
to twenty-nine students and one teacher to 12 students

in the adaptive class.

There were two teachers involved in the study.

One

physical education teacher was responsible for grades
four through six, and the other physical education teacher was responsible for the adaptive class.

Each teacher

had over seven years experience working in the field of

physical education.
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study

.

Ths pilot study was completad in an urban

elementary school in Washington, D.C.

There were five

physical education classes observed during a
two-week period of time.
The observer underwent a two and a half hour program
for two weeks on how to record responses using the

Flanders Instrument.

The coefficient of inter-observer

reliability as estimated by the Scott method (Scott, 1955)
was at .93, a coefficient well above the +.80 which

Flanders has suggested as the criterion level necessary
for obtaining useful research data.

Procedures for collecting data

.

The urban school

principal was sent a letter of introduction outlining
the purpose of the study.

Two physical education teachers

volunteered their classes and they were given an outline
of the study.

Four different physical education classes

were chosen to be observed:
fourth grade physical education class,
fifth grade physical education class,

sixth grade physical education class, and
adaptive physical education class.
Each of the four physical education classes were observed
five times for approximately fifty minutes over a period
of ten weeks.

.
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Using the paper and pencil approach, tallies were
3t three— second intervals.

After the observations

had been recorded, frequencies of the observer-categorized

behaviors were entered into an interaction matrix consisting of a grid of ten rows and ten columns.

The

niatrix preserves both the frequency and the sequence of

behaviors and simplifies analysis (see figure

Analysis of data .

1)

In the project study, a one-way

analysis of variance was used to analyze the data.

With

this statistical technique, the experimental variable

represents a qualitatively different treatment rather
than one which is quantitatively different.

variance seeks an effect.

Analysis of

It is defined as an indication

of a difference among population means.

Statistically,

the effect of a treatment is the deviation of the indi-

vidual population mean from the overall population mean.

Certain assumptions must be met for the analysis of
variance.

These assumptions include a normal distribution

of errors, an equal standard deviation among the error

distributions for each group studied, and error independence.

A further analysis was conducted using the

Scheffe technique when differences in communication were
recognized.

The Scheffe technique indicated the specific

class that was different in their communication.
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Physical Education Curriculum Guide for
the District of Columbia Public Schools
In analyzing the communication patterns between

teachers and students in urban elementary physical education classes it was important to review the curriculum
for elementary physical education in the District of

Columbia Public Schools (see Appendix

B)

The curriculum is competency based which means that

each child should have developed specific competencies and
skills in the different areas of physical education.

Planners of the curriculum did include the physical education needs of special needs youth.

Sections were also

included on leisure and recreational activities.

As was

mentioned in Chapter II, it is important for students to
develop an appreciation for leisure and recreational
sports and activities.

Public Schools of the District of Columbia

Teacher Semester Appraisal Form
The Public Schools of the District of Columbia

Teacher Semester Appraisal Form C is used by supervisory

personnel to evaluate the performance of teachers in the

District of Columbia Public School System regardless of
grade level and subject (see Appendix

4

B)
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The present study could be used as a model to

analyze and evaluate the teaching practices of elementary

physical education teachers in the public schools.
Summary
This chapter sought to lay the groundwork for how
to operationally analyze the communication between

teachers and students in urban elementary physical edu-

cation classes.

Due to limited research efforts for

reference, a major limitation of the methodology stems

from its exploratory nature.

This writer took an already

established teacher observation instrument, the Flanders
Model, and applied it to an urban physical education

setting.
It is hoped that more study is given to the observa-

tion of teaching practices in urban elementary physical

education classes, and therefore the present study can
serve as a guide for further research.

CHAPTER

I

V

ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introduction
The communication patterns between teachers and

students in four different elementary school physical

education classes were observed on five occasions using
the Flanders Interaction Analysis Instrument (Amidon and

Flanders, 1962)

.

A separate matrix was used for each ob-

servation and the percentage of tallies in each column

was determined by dividing each of the column totals,
1

through 10, by the total number of tallies in the matrix.

A similar procedure was used to determine the percentage
of total teacher talk in each category.

by dividing the total of each category,
the sum of these seven categories.

This was done
1

through

7,

by

A computer program was

used (Hardy, 1970) to plot the interaction matrices from

punched data cards.

By summing the percentages of appro-

priate cells within the matrix, data on eleven categories
of teacher-pupil verbal interactions were obtained:

ob-

servations involving direct teacher talk to students,
indirect teacher talk to students, student talk, silence
and confusion, sustained indirect teacher talk to students,
use of directions and/or justification of authority by
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the teacher, indirect teacher responses to students,
di^rect teacher responses to students,

student responses

to teachers, sustained student talk and use of teacher

praise.
In this chapter differences between the four classes

(fourth, fifth, sixth and adaptive physical education)

were examined in relation to the research questions.

Further analyses were performed to determine other class
differences, and results are reported under Additional

Findings later in this chapter.
Results:

Research Question

1.

Are there Differences

in the Amount of Direct and Indirect Teacher Talk in

the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and

Adaptive Physical Education Classes ?
Direct Teacher talk

.

Table

2

indicates the means and

standard deviations of the four classes on the variable.

Direct Teacher Talk.

A one-way Analysis of Variance per-

formed on these data resulted in an F (3,16) of 3.379.
This F-Ratio is reliable beyond the .05 alpha level and
thus, the null hypothesis is rejected.

using Scheffe technique (Nie et al.

,

Post hoc analysis

1975)

indicated that

sixth grade classes evidenced significantly less direct

(£<.05); no other groups differed at the

.05 alpha level.
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Table

2.

Mean percent observation pairs

involving direct teacher talk for four classes.

CLASS

STANDARD
DEVIATION

N

MEAN

Fourth

5

49.36

11.68

Fifth

5

49.40

9.21

Sixth

5

37.88

9.29

Adaptive PE

5

55.69

4.25

Table

3.

Total percentages of direct teacher talk

in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and adaptive physical

education classes.

DIRECT TEACHER TALK
CATEGORIES

GRADES
4 th

5 th

6

th

Adaptive

5.1

7.9

4.2

.7

Giving Directions

28.9

31.4

23.0

49.8

Criticizing or
Justifying Authority

13.0

10.3

11.8

6.2

Lecturing
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findings

Tabl©

.

3

indie atsd that the

physical education teacher in the adaptive class did not
spend a great deal of time lecturing to his students;

however, a large percentage of time was spent giving

directions.

Table

3

also indicated that the adaptive

teacher did not criticize his students in comparison to
the other grade levels.

This table also showed that the

sixth grade teacher did not have to give as much direction
as in other classes.

Indirect teacher talk

.

The means and standard deviations

for the variable. Indirect Teacher Talk, are presented in

Table

4.

One-way Analysis of Variance performed on these

data indicated that the means did not differ reliably
(F

[3,163 = 1.5244, N.S.).

In this case the null hypo-

thesis was accepted; fourth, fifth, sixth, and adaptive

physical education classes did not differ in the amount
of observed indirect teacher talk.
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Table

4.

Mean percent observation pairs

involving indirect teacher talk for four classes.

CLASS

STANDARD
DEVIATION

N

MEAN

Fourth

5

11.24

9.29

Fifth

5

14.18

7.41

Sixth

5

20.94

12.58

Adaptive PE

5

20.86

3.56

Table

5.

Total percentages of indirect teacher

talk in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and adaptive physical

education classes.

INDIRECT TEACHER
TALK CATEGORIES

GRADES
6th

Adaptive

4 th

5 th

.0

1.1

.1

.0

Praises or encourages

4.1

5.8

13.1

15.7

Accepts or uses ideas
of students

1.8

3.5

4.9

1.0

Asks questions

6.1

4.8

3.7

3.8

Accepts feeling

»

/
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Significant findings

.

Table

5

indicated that no

teacher was dominant in accepting students feelings.

Students in the adaptive class were constantly praised
or encouraged by their teacher.

The ideas of students

were used more by the sixth grade physical education
teacher.

These classes do not differ significantly in

the amount of sustained teacher talk to students.

Research Question

Results;

2.

Are there Differences

in the Amount of Student Talk in the Fourth

Fifth/ Sixth/ and Adaptive

Physical Education Classes ?
Table

indicates the means and standard deviations

6

for the variable of Student Talk for the four classes.

One-way Analysis of Variance performed on these data
indicated that the means differed reliably; F (3/16) =
5.744/ £ <.05.

rejected.
(Nie

/

In this case the null hypothesis is

Post hoc analysis using Scheffe Technique

et al.

1975)

revealed that sixth grade classes

talked significantly more than adaptive physical educa-

tion classes

(£<.05).

No other class differences

reached conventional levels of significance.

.
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Table

6.

Mean percent observation pairs

involving student talk for four classes.

CLASS

STANDARD
DEVIATION

N

MEAN

Fourth

5

31.86

5.37

Fifth

5

32.10

5.56

Sixth

5

34.72

6.98

Adaptive PE

5

21.56

3.05

Table

7

.

Total percentages for student talk in the

fourth, fifth, sixth, and adaptive physical education

classes

GRADES

STUDENT TALK
CATEGORIES

th

Adaptive

20.0

7.0

16.7

3.8

26.3

4.3

4th

5th

Student Talk

13.7

Student

18.4

— Response
Talk — Initiation

6
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Significant findings

Table

.

7

indicated that sixth

grade students initiated more student talk than any other
grade level.

Table

also indicated that fifth grade

7

students responded to teacher talk rather than initiating

student talk.

Table

7

also indicated that the fourth

grade class evidenced more sustained student talk than
any other class.

Results;

Research Question

3.

Are there Differences

in the Amount of Praise Teachers Give Students in

Fourth^ Fifth/ Sixth, and Adaptive

Physical Education Classes ?
The means and standard deviations for the variable of

Teacher Praise are presented in Table

8

.

A one-way

Analysis of Variance performed on these data yielded an

F-Ratio of F (3,16) = 3.0829

,

£<.!•

Since the F-value

did not reach conventional levels of significance, the

null hypothesis is not rejected:

fourth, fifth, sixth,

and adaptive physical education classes do not differ in

the amount of praise given to students by teachers.
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Table 8.

Mean percent observation pairs

involving teacher praise for four classes.

CLASS

STANDARD
DEVIATION

MEAN

N

Fourth

5

4.06

4.86

Fifth

5

5.06

4.23

Sixth

5

12.12

12.27

Adaptive PE

5

15.66

3.27

Table

9.

Total percentages of praise teachers

give students in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and adaptive

physical education classes.

GRADES

CATEGORY

Praise

Significant findings

.

th

Adaptive
15.7

4 th

5 th

6

4.1

in

13.1

Table

9

•

00

indicated that fourth

grade students received the least amount of praise.
There was also significant difference in the amount of
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praise.

There was also significant difference in the

amount of praise given to fifth grade students as

opposed to sixth grade students.
Results;

Research Question

4.

Are there Differences

in the Amount of Silence or Confusion Between Teachers

and Students in the Fourth

>

Fifths Sixths and Adaptive

Physical Education Classes

Table 10 presents the means and standard deviations
for the variable of Silence or Confusion Between Teachers

A one-way Analysis of Variance

for the four classes.

performed on these data yielded an F-Ratio
2.0602.

of

(3,16)

=

Since this value does not reach conventional

levels of significance, the null hypothesis is not re-

jected.

Thus, fourth, fifth, sixth, and adaptive physical

education classes do not differ reliably in the amount of
silence and confusion between teachers and students.

Significant findings

.

Table 11 indicated that the least

amount of silence or confusion occurred in the adaptive
class.

This could be a result of the structured curricu-

lum and atmosphere.

a
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Table 10.

Mean percent observation pairs

involving silence and confusion between teachers
and students for four classes.

N

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

Fourth

5

7.52

6.65

Fifth

5

4.30

3.06

Sixth

5

6.40

2.36

Adaptive PE

5

1.90

.70

CLASS

Table 11.

Total percentages of silence or confusion

between teachers and students in the fourth, fifth,
sixth, and adaptive physical education classes.

GRADES

CATEGORY
th

5 th

6 th

8.9

3.8

in

4

Silence or Confusion

.

00

Adaptive
2.0
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Additional Findings
Other areas of teacher-student interaction yielded
by the Flanders Instrument not specified by the research

questions are examined in this section using observation
pairs (See Table 12)

.

To form an observation pair each

code symbol is used twice, except for the first and last
symbol.

A symbol is first used as the second number in

a pair and then as the first number in the following

pair.

Significant findings from tables 12

- 16

.

There was a

high degree of direct teacher talk which consisted of
lecturing, giving directions or justifying authority in
all classes.

This could be the result of the teachers

needing more structure than usual in their classes.

This

fact is also evidenced in the fact that in all classes

there was minimal sustained indirect teacher talk to

students which included accepting feelings, praising
students, accepting their ideas and asking questions.

Students also had the opportunity to have more sustained
talk with their teachers than teachers had with their
students.
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Table 12.

Sample observation pairs

First Pair

Second Pair
Third Pair

Fourth Pair
Fifth Pair
Sixth Pair
Seventh Pair

Eighth Pair
Ninth Pair
Tenth Pair
Eleventh Pair

Twelfth Pair
Thirteenth Pair
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Table

13

.

Total percentages in the fourth grade

according to each area of the 10 x 10 matrix.

AREA

PERCENT

TYPE OF INTERACTION

A

12.0

Observation pairs that involve indirect teacher talk

B

47.0

Observation pairs that involve direct teacher talk

C

32.1

Observation pairs that involve student talk

D

8.9

Observation pairs that involve silence or confusion

E

2.2

Observation pairs that involve sustained indirect
teacher talk to students

F

22.8

G

6.5

Observation pairs that involve indirect teacher responses to students

H

10.5

Observation pairs that involve direct teacher responses to students

I

18.9

Observation pairs that involve student responses to
teachers

j

12.3

Observation pairs that involve sustained use of directions and/or a justification
of authority by the teacher

Observation pairs that involve sustained student talk
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Table 14.

Total percentages in the fifth grade

according to each area of the 10 x 10 matrix.

AREA

PERCENT

TYPE OF INTERACTION

A

15.2

Observation pairs that involve indirect teacher talk

B

49.6

Observation pairs that involve direct teacher talk

C

31.3

Observation pairs that involve student talk

D

3.8

Observation pairs that involve silence or confusion

E

3.3

Observation pairs that involve indirect teacher talk
to students

F

22. 2

G

7.3

Observation pairs that involve indirect teacher responses to students

H

14.9

Observation pairs that involve direct teacher responses to students

I

22.2

Observation pairs that involve student responses to
teachers

J

8.4

Observation pairs that involve sustained use of directions and/or justification of
authority by the teacher

Observation pairs that involve sustained student talk
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Table 15.

Total percentages in the sixth grade

according to each

AREA

cu:ea

PERCENT

of the 10 x 10 matrix.

TYPE OF INTERACTION

A

21.9

Observation pairs that involve indirect teacher talk

B

39.0

Observation pairs that involve direct teacher talk

C

33.3

Observation pairs that involve student talk

D

5.8

Observation pairs that involve silence or confusion

E

7.0

Observation pairs that involve indirect teacher talk
to students

F

15.8

G

9.6

Observation pairs that involve indirect teacher responses to students

H

12.2

Observation pairs that involve direct teacher responses to students

I

21.6

Observation pairs that involve student responses to
teachers

J

9.3

Observation pairs that involve sustained use of direc
tion and/or justification of
authority by the teacher

Observation pairs that involve student talk
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Table 16.

Total percentages in the cidaptive class

according to the 10 x 10 matrix.

AREA

PERCENT

TYPE OF INTERACTION

A

20.5

B

5

6.6

Observation pairs that involve direct teacher talk

C

20.9

Observation pairs that involve student talk

D

2.0

Observation pairs that involve silence or confusion

E

3.4

Observation pairs that involve indirect teacher talk
to students

F

33.1

G

8.0

Observation pairs that involve indirect teacher responses to students

H

9.8

Observation pairs that involve direct teacher responses to students

I

18.3

Observation pairs that involve student responses to
teachers

J

2.6

Observation pairs that involve indirect teacher talk

Observation pairs that involve sustained use of directions and/or justification of
authority by the teacher

Observation pairs that involve sustained student talk
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Figure

2.

Areas A, C, E, F, and H in the Flanders 10 x 10
Matrix

— Indirect Teacher Talk
C — Student Talk
E — Sustained Teacher Talk
F — Sustained Use of Directions
by the

Area A
Area
****

Area

Area
Justification of Authority

Area H

— Direct

Teacher Responses

or
Teacher
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Figure

3.

Areas

B,

D,

G,

I,

and J

in the Flanders 10 x 10 Matrix

— Direct Teacher Talk
D — Silence or Confusion

Area B
****
****

Area

— Indirect Teacher Responses
— Student Responses to Teachers
J — Sustained Student Talk

Area G

Area
Area

I
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Summary

This study was concerned with examining the

communication between teachers and students in four

different urban elementary school physical education
classes using Flanders Interaction Analysis as the obser-

vation instrument.

The major questions to be answered

were as follows;
1.

Are there differences in the amount of direct

and indirect teacher talk in the fourth, fifth, sixth,
and adaptive physical education classes?

The data in Table

2

show that sixth grade classes

evidenced significantly less direct teacher talk than
adaptive classes.

In Table

3

the classes did not differ

in the amount of observed indirect teacher talk.
2.

Are there differences in the amount of student

talk in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and adaptive physical

education classes?
The data in Table

6

indicate that sixth grade

classes talked more than the adaptive classes.
3.

Are there differences in the amount of praise

teachers give students in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and

adaptive physical education classes?

.
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The data in Table

8

show that the classes do not

differ significantly in the amount of praise given to
students by teachers.
4,

Are there differences in the amount of silence

or confusion between teachers and students in the fourth

fifth, sixth, and adaptive physical education classes?

The data in Table 10 indicate that the classes do
not differ significantly in the amount of silence or con

fusion between teachers and students
Additional data was given in two areas:
1.

level

,

2.

Total percentages of interaction in each grade
and

The different areas of interaction in the

Flanders 10 x 10 matrix.

;

,

CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND SUMMARY

Summary
The purpose of this study was to look at the different

experiences students had in a regular and adaptive
physical education elementary school program through
systematic observation using the Flanders Interactional
Analysis.
The present study found that the adaptive physical

education class received more direct teacher talk than
any other class.
1.

Reasons for this included the following;

different grade and age levels together in one

class,
2.

different physical and mental special needs

among the students
3.

the need for the teacher to have a very struc-

tured learning environment, and
4.

the high teacher-student ratio.

The sixth grade class experienced the greatest

amount of student talk.

Reasons for this included the

following
1.

student familiarity with the teacher since this

was their third year together.
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2.

the maturation level of the students, and

3.

the indirect questioning used by the teacher.

Discussion
The results were analyzed through measures of one-

way Analysis of Variance.

Further analysis was conducted

using the Scheffe Technique.

Faculty Comments

.

The faculty at the observation site

were interested in having their teaching styles observed.
These comments were obtained after the teachers who took

part in the study talked with their colleagues.

The most

frequent questions asked were:
1.

Is the Flanders method difficult to interpret?

2.

Will district officials review the results?

3.

Will

I

be able to observe other classes in my

field?
4.

Will this writer return and act as a consultant?

5.

Will the observations help their teacher ratings?

It is clear that these teachers are interested in how

they communicate with their students.

Follow-up sessions

have been planned with the hope that they will be able to

gain insight and understanding regarding their patterns
of communication with students.

.
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Several physical educators at the University of

Massachusetts were also interested in this study.

They

were primarily interested in the type of school setting,
how it compared with other types of school settings, and
the significant results.

Implications for urban schools, physical educators and

teachers of special needs youth

.

Many teachers, as evi-

denced by comments from other teachers in the school used
as the study's observation site, would like to improve

their effectiveness.

Interaction analysis, in combination

with other inquiry tenchniques can provide information
about the communication that now exists, can help to

identify alternatives that teachers would like to try
and can provide data to indicate whether a change was or

was not an improvement.
This type of systematic approach to self development
is more likely to occur within the mutual support of a

small action team with work scheduled throughout the year
on a regular basis.

The action team should consist of

teachers from different disciplines and a representative
from the principal's office.

This partnership will

and
bridge together ideas and concerns from both faculty

administration

.
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Techniques such as Interaction Analysis, microteaching
and T—groups have singly or in some combination provided

new methodologies for preservice and inservice programs
in education.

These techniques emphasize teaching behavior

because it is conceptualized, performed and information
about the style of teaching is made available.

A survey

by Johnson (1968) showed that thirty institutions made

use of microteaching extensively; seventeen reported using

Flanders' Interaction Analysis.

College students in

teacher preparation programs are learning to use both

techniques
Not enough is known about how to assist teachers
in changing their behavior or style of teaching so that
a different sequence of events can take place in the

the classroom.

Certainly a promising place to start is

with an analysis of present classroom interaction that
emphasizes patterns of teaching behavior.
Suggestions for further research

.

This study was con-

ceived as an exploratory inquiry into the differences
in communication between teachers and students in urban

physical education classes.

The study was initiated be-

cause of the researcher's experience as an urban school

teacher and his concern for the future of urban schools.
The following topics are suggested for further examination
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(1)

to ©xplor© th© r©lationship b©tw©©n t©ach©r

©f f ©ctiv©n©ss and stud©nt growth in physical ©ducation

class©s using Int©raction Analysis;
(2)

long-rang© obs©rvations in physical ©ducation

and special ©ducation using two or mor© school districts;
(3)

th© development of observation instruments

specifically designed for observing special needs youth
in different academic settings;
(4)

analyzing individual students in urban physical

education settings using an observation instrument; and
(5)

supplementing the use of an observation system

with video tapings and voice recordings in urban physical
education and special education settings.
Implications for inservice education

.

In the past under-

graduate schools were concerned with preservice education
and staffing the many teacher openings across the country

that came about as a result of high student enrollments
(Marsh and McLaughlin, 1978)

.

There has been a shift in

attitude because of severe teacher cutbacks with inservice
training becoming more important as

a

strategy to improve

teaching.

Criteria for inservice training in schools should
include the following;
(1)

endorsement by the principal,

.
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(2)

qualifications of teacher participants,

(3)

types of inservice programs,

(4)

duration of program, and

(5)

evaluation.

Suggested topics for inner-city physical educators

might include the following:
A.

Using the physical educator as a role 'model.

B.

Projects and lessons involving physical educators
and other teachers.

C.

Co-sponsoring after-school activities for academic
and athletic enrichment.

D.

Communication between the physcial educator and
the principal.

E.

Improving the quality of verbal interaction in

physical education settings.
Purpose:

to help other teachers gain an appreciation

for physical education teachers.

These topics can act as a catalyst for teaching

improvement and will give other academic disciplines the

opportunity to build bridges of cooperation and mutual
respect

?
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Conclusions
The findings in this study are considered in a broad

perspective in that they raise several questions regarding

communication between teachers and students.
questions are as follows:

(1)

Some of the

Should observation in-

struments be used in classrooms in order

to-

give teachers

feedback on their teaching behaviors and their effect upon
students?

(2)

Should observation instruments be developed

with special consideration given to the discipline (i.e.,
physical education)?

(3)

Should the results of these

observations be used in teacher evaluations?

(4)

To what

extent should developers of observation instruments conduct reliability studies prior to the study?

(5)

Should

teacher training programs make mandatory some type of

observation instrument for assessing the teaching patterns
of student teachers?

(6)

Should schools begin inservice

worskshops on the effective use of observation instruments?
(7)

Is there a need for more specialized teachers

(i.e.,

special education)

Although this research effort was exploratory it
attempted to identify differences in teacher communication
among selected elementary grade levels.

In view of the

results, the questions generated by the research
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instriament embraced one of the most fundamental issues
in schools today, that being the communication between

teachers and students.

.

,
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CLASS OBSERVATION RECOEU)

CLASS

TIME

TEACHER

NO. OF OBSERVATION

OBSERVER
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UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND. EASTERN SHORE
PttiNCtts Annc. Mamyijino

213S3

OOt> «91-2200
orricc or
AOMISSIONS ANO RCCISTrATTONC

October

Reuben Pierce
Assistant Superintendent, Region
Old Congress Heights School
Sixth and Alabama Avenue, S.E.
iVashington, D.C.
20032

1*^,

1978

Dr.

I

Dear Dr. Pierce;
This letter is a follow-up to the recent telephone
conversation that I had with you regarding my request to
use four
physical education classes at the elementary
school level.
As I stated to you over the phone, the focus of my
research is to deal with verbal interaction between students and teachers: and to find out if there are certain
consistencies in teacher performance that affect student
learning.
I would like to meet with the principal and teachers
involved before Thanksgiving and make the observations the
Each class will be observed once.
first week in December.
shall forward a copy of my instrument to you in the next
I
hope that my request will be granted.
few weeks.
I

James B. Ewers, Director
Admissions and Registrations
J3E / a
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THE FLANDERS INTERACTION ANALYSIS SURVEY

TO:

Fne Principal and Teachers

FROM:

James B. Ewers, Observer

RE:

Interaction Analysis

Interaction Analysis is a system for describing and analyzing teacherstudent verbal interaction. Although this particular approach has been
used for classroom research for over twenty years, its use has become v/i despread only during the past five years.
As an observation instrument it has several basic purposes:
(1) providing a tool for the analysis of teaching, (2) providing a tool for feedback about one's teaching, (3) setting a framework for practicing and
learning specific teaching skills, (4) providing a framework for conceptual‘zing and developing various teaching styles, (5) providing in-service
education for teachers cn the elementary, secondary and collegiate levels.

Enclosed you ’will find a copy of the Interaction Analysis developed by
Flanders, who is a forerunner in the field of teacher and student observation instruments.
There has bean little research done with Interaction
Use of the Flanders model will
Analysis in physical education settings.
It
help te' chocs become more flexible in their use of teaching stratagies.
will also provide teachers with a means of developing their style of teaching.
'led

shall look forward to working with you on this exciting project.
I
Results of this survey will be shared with you and all names will be kept
in strictest confidence.
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SCHOOLS or THc oisrricT or Columbia
or
wcoioNAu survuiMTCNocNT
OWO CONarCSO MCIOMTS fCMOOC
•TM «T«CAT ««•

WAOHINOTON.

REGION

AVEMUC.
0. c.

•.

(.

aooto

I

Oacambar 12, 1973

3yrd
Janes
School of Sducation
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, liassachusetts
Dr.

Dear Dr. Jones:
This letter is being ^jrizten at the request of .'ft*. Janes R. Suers,
a doctoral candidate at the University of Massachusetts and is to indicate that !tr. Suers has been in contact uith te recording his research
project.
Specifically he has asked me to arrange for him to obser'je
three physical education classes at the elementary school level for the
purpose of documenting the verbal interaction betueen students and
teachers.
.4s I recall, he intends to use 'Slanders' as a mecns of
gaining and analyzing data.

Inasmuch as Jim -ms a competent and dedicated teacher at the Ballou
Senior Sigh School during mu principalship there, I am pleased to cooperate 'jith him in making the necessary arrangements.

cm

be of further assistance, please let me know.

Sincerely,

li

S^uben Z. ?ierae
Assistant Superintendent
Rea ion I

.'ft'.

Dr.
Dr.

Jcmes Sjers
Lynne Miller
Senjomin Ricci

RSP/vma

3
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Moss Hill Tov/nhouses
J401 Deborah Drive
Salisbury, Maryland 21801

February 17, 1979

Mr. William Dalton, Principal
Congress Heights Elementary School
6th and Alabama Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20032

Dear Mr. Dalton:
This letter is a follow-up to the telephone conversation
that I had with you on Friday, February 16, regarding doing a
minimum of five observations in 3 physical education classes,
preferably a 4th, 5th and 6th grade class along with an adapted
physical education class.
I
shall be using the Flanders Interaction Survey which was
designed to measure verbal interaction between teachers and
The results of the study will be shared with your
students.
staff.
The names of all parties involved will be kept in strictest
confidence.

I
look forward to seeing you on Tuesday, February 27, at
I
shall have copies of my observation instruments at
10:00 A.M.
look forward to working with you and your staff.
that time.
I

Sincerely yours,

James B. Ewers

.

Ill

Conerass Heights
6ch i Alabama Av«., S.S
V.

3.

Dalcoa

February 27, 1379

Byrd Jones
School of Education
I’ni-Terslty of Massachusetts
01003
/jnherst, 'taasachuaentts

Or.

Dear Or. Jones,
I have net Jlrtty Swers
a doctoral candidate la the
school of education, rerardlng observing four (4) Physical'
Education classes on the Elementary School level. He •Till
obaer'/e a 4th. 5th and 6ch srade class alone with an adaotHe will observe each one a
ed Physical Education class.
nlnlaua. ox five tines
,

I have found Mr. Ewers to be a serious oerson and very
concerned about cosiunlcatlon between teachers and students.
I loolt forward to working with hia and I endorse his project.

If you need to contact ae reearding his progress, please
do not hesitate to do so.

Sincerely,

Millian 3. Dalton
Prlnciaal
cc

•

Dr. Lynne .hlller
Dr. Denjamln Hlcci

James 3

.

Cwers
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Moss Htll Townhouses
J 401, Deborah Drive
Salisbury, MD 21801
February 28, 1979

iVilliam Dalton, Principal
Congress Heights Elementary School
6th 2i Alabama Avenue
Vi'ashington
D.C.
20032

Mr.

,

Dear Mr. Dalton:
Thanic you very much for meeting .vith me on Tuesday, February 27
•.•egarding using Physical Education classes at Congress Heights Elementar
Scl'.ool

i.n

my study of classroom interaction het-.veen teachers and student

I
'injoyed neeting -.vith Ms. F.uby Martin in Physical Education -.vhose
I
shall meet '.vith Mr. Lov.e on .Monday afternoon
cla.oses I •.vill observe.
!tarch 5 to discuss o’oserving his adapted Physical Education class.

I

.vith

’.vculd

li’<e

to start my observations the -veok of March 12.

Thank you very nuch for your .support and I look for-vard
you and the Congress Heights faculty mombers.
Sincerely,

Jamos

3.

Ev.ors

to -.vorking
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS OP THC OISTPICT OP COLUMBIA
WASMINOTON.

Congress Haight?,
Sch '&'AiabsmB Ave !T
W.

3.

S

.

O. C.

£.

Dalton

October 9, 1979

Jim Ewers
P. 0. Box 1074
Salisbury, Maryland

21801

Dear Jim,
The results to the study on teacher - student interaction
were very insightful. I would like to see further work done
on comparisons between regular physical education and adaptive
physical education. There are many adaptive physical educators
their classes.
chat would welcome you into

Please Let me know what your schedule is like so that we
can get together.

Sincerely,

James Lowe
Physical Education Teacher
Congress Heights School

,

^uauc 9CHOOI.S ow THC

oirrnicT or couumsia

WA*HtM«TOM.

O. e.

Congress Helghc;j_^__
ocn A Alaoams “Ave , 3.2.
.

W.

3.

Oalcon

November

7,

1979

Jia Ewers
0. 3ox 1074
Salisbury, Maryland

P.

21801

Oear Jim,

Thank you very auch for sharing your results with Ms.
Martin and Mr. Lowe.
I am sure that they will benefit greatly
from study and any recommendations that you have as a result.
I am encouraged by this type of practical study and
congratulate you on a fine effort and a job well done.

I

Sincerely

Dalton
Principal
Congress Heights School
'/William 3.
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Puauc SCHOOLS OP THC

OISTHICT OP COI.UM«IA

«**HiMaTON.

o. e.

Congrtsa Haighci
5ch i Habaml AvaT. S.E.
W.

3.

Oaicon

November

Ewers
3ox 1074
Salisbury, Maryland

9

,

1979

Jlffl

P.

0.

21301

Dear Jim,
Thanic you for sharing your resulcs with ne.
Ic gave
ae a real good idea abouc ary reaching paccems in physical
education. The recommendations chat you aade also may be
useful in my class.
I am sure ocher teachers might be able to use this
approach in their classes. Can we initiate such an effort?
Please let me '<now.

Sincerely,

Ruby Martin
Physical Education Teacher
Congress Heights School
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ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION GUIDE

FOREWORD

This guide, The Physical Education Curriculum For Elementary

Schools, Pre K-Six is

a

revision of the guide first published in 1958.

The content of the Guide is designed for C3C, the new instructional

system adopted by the

D.

C.

Public Schools.

"CBC is an instructional

system that has clearly stated behavioral objectives, instructional
activities in performance agreement with these behavioral objectives
and assessment tasks based upon what was taught in the learning

activities, and in performance agreement with both the behavioral

objective and instructional activities.”
This guide will provide direction and teaching sequences for
all staff involved in teaching Physical Education at the elementary
level.

It may be necessary for staff to modify concent,

and teaching

strategies to conform to different educational environments.
The content of this guide is Che result of the combined

efforts of the 1958 and the 1975-77 curriculum production committees

composed of teachers and staff of the Department of Health,
Physical Education, Athletics and Safety.
Continuous evaluation and revision of these materials will
be made

to assure

chat the needs of all children are met.

Frank

?.

Director

Bolden

.

.
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Physical cducacion Mission:

To prapard 0. C. youngscers physically, aencally and -aorally
CO

iacoaa viable ciciaans in cna ier’/ice or our eicy, nacion, and

in cha cause oc a

heaichy and uniced vorld comamnacy.

Physical cducacion:

?

ercepcual-siocor slcills are cha foundation oc learning ana eoucacion.

H

anj Loose uich a sense of humor.

Throw the negatives senina

and

just have cun in jeering che job done; you'll wash it wouldn't oa

better.
'f

gyrmastics, chess, tennis,

oga,

soccer,

aquatics, dance and Ol-nnovc

decathlon-like testing should be part oc our program.
3

incarety and siaplicity speaks louder than facilities, epuioment,
supplies and jlittering generalities.
soul,

I

Have

a

heart and nave

a

all else is passing fashion.

ntegrace the program with health education and classroom studies.

C reativity,

imagination,

art,

music and drama

and yearly relaxation and enthusiasm,

is

a

must for seasonal

live and teach in the spirit

of Paul Robeson.
.1

11

children need the i R's daily, the fourth R being Regular Physical

Education
L

ooking cha part, acting the part and knowing the part

is

a

swell guide

for the student as well as the teacher.

E

lemencar'/ School .Rthletic league should encourage

girls and boys with positive study,
3

evelop pragmatic fitness,

wor'.t

and reward both

and play habits.

sportsmanship and safety skills, habits

and actituaes.
j

Z

se

the expertise of others when help is needed;

ourtesy, cooperation, C3C,

Earing anc sharing

is

no one is

ana tne cemocracic aeproaen

wnac education

is

all

aoouc

is

an

island.

tontagious.

.
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A iapc accivicias co special sicuaciona and individual needs;

accivi'ies

are only che cools for building confidence chrou^n success.
T he besc healch insurance and healch care

physical fiesnes;

is

ask doctors and che Presidenc's Council on "icness and Spores.
1

c'i noc che

score of che

always crying one's besc and

clinbing coward che joal chac councs aosc.
0 our Cicy's Programs

should be an e.xaicpl* co che nation.

che going gees cough,
S

oching improves

Che

.Ind

when

cough gee going.

program more chan periodic avaluacions and public

a

celadons programs.

Physics and Physical cducacion:

Physics

-

Physics

is

a

science which

che scudy and applicaccon of

is

bodies of aaccar, energy fields, cheer inherenc order, aovemenc

paccams, concroL with and over one another, and cheir relacionship
with space, time universe.
.Also,

in che divine,

ic

is

che arc

corn of nature's movement

sources

Physical education

-

Physical Education

is

a

scudy and applicacion of human bodies,

science wnich

is

cae

energies, movement pacceras,

sali-control and control with an over objects of natter, and chair
psycho sensory~mocor relationships with space, time, universe.
Also,

in the ideal,

che

arc

fora of human movemenc sources.

bv Vocilov

L

.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION »OR STUOtUTS WITH SPECIAL

>IEEDS

PoLlowini 4qu«i opporcuniciai in pnytical aducacion acciviciai
and ;ha spporcunieiaa co pracsica tkiili,

cna priaary ar incaraadiaca

icudanc vieh ipaciai naada wilL aa abia co:

ParEorm choaa movamanc ikiLla raquirad at cha phyaicai aducacion
aceivisiaa in chia Cuida toe cha priaary and incarnadiaea la'/als,
adjuacad for ana'i parcicuiar naada.

Expraaa Cha aama knowLadgaa aaaociacad vich cha -novamanc

laaming

acci'/iciaa axpaccad of ail icudanca.

Thaaa mould ba iona tc/aoova cha

parfomanca lavala axpaccad

laina

accuracy,

ikili,

of ail priaary and incarnadiaea

icudanca, buc coaparad only wich oehart of choia ta»a parcicuiar
naada

,

.

,

PHYSICAL EDUCATION COMPETSNCIES/PRLMARY

3«sic Movtnene (AN

CM 3? SA)

C:t

jollowiag appropriact laamiag shallangas/activiciaf that halp
davalop cha basic aocor slcills, and basad an considaricions body
awaranaas, control, coordination, spatial awaranais/ ra lationahipa
tha primary studant will ba abla to:

A.

Camonstrata tha basic movamant and parctpcual-^otor skills
by forming at laast six lattar/'number shapas using non-

locomotor skill. It laast

si:t

using locomotor skills ana domon-

strating nanipulativa control of at laast six diffarant objacts,
(baan bags, balloons, wands, hoops, ropas, plastic bottlas,

parachutes

3.

,

ate.

)

Distinguish basic body-spaca dirsetions and ralationships

(horizontal-vartical

naar-far, ovar—undar, laading-fo Hawing

,

parallat, ate.), basic pathway pattams and shapas (straignt,
cur/ad, circular, brokan,

dimansional,

2

time and fores in aovamants

,

(quick-slow,

3

diaansional, see.),
strong-light,

awkward-rhythmic, ate.).

Gvrnnascics (AH

C)?

CM 5? 3A)

"oLlowing earaful instructions, challangas, demonscratiens

,

and

t.ha

opportunities to prictice simple individual, partner and apparatus
stunts,

A.

the primary scuaene will be

Describe how one can perform
stunt succsssfuLly.

awareness of

t.ha

The

a

sole to:

Porjard Roll or another si.nilar

description should include une's

body, affert,

spatial relacitnsnips

,

etc.

125

Sid* Roll*, Animal M*lic*, Turk Sic and Stand, Shouldar Stand
and Sicycla, Shouldar Roils, Souac to S^uac, Forvard Rolls,

Carcvh«*ls, ate./ wh«*l Sarrow, Chinas* Stand, 3omino*a
Roucinas, Indian Vrescliag, act.

This rapresants ac/abova a skill laval of 75 parcenc.

J»oce:

•icnass

(.At^

CM CM S? 3A)

Following laaming accivicias and casts chat halo promote and naasura
aoroc (running, jumping, set.) and physiological (strength,
flexibility, endurance) fitness, the primary student will he able

A.

Perform at least four fitness casts (as
Jump,

I.ong

30

'fard

to;

Run, Standing

Flexed leg Sit-Cos, ICO Tard Cog, etc.)

at.

above

national averages of 30 percentile.

3.

Describe how regular vera-ups and

helps our bodies and -ainds.

a

variety of regular exercise

The description snould include

fact chat atiscles could b* injured vitnouc stretching them

cne

out gradually,

that flexibility,

systems ara enhanced, chat

confidence

Sports (am

O

is

a

strength, endurance and body

pleasing appearance and self-

develooad.

cm 3? 3A)

%

Civen the strategies, rales, boundaries of games and the opportunities
to

practice the basic skills chat help develop and require eye-hand,

eye-foot toordinacion

A.

,

the primary student vill be

able

to:

Perfoni in at least six simple ball gases that help develop
and require

successful application of

Passing P.elays,

t.he

basic bail skills,

as

Bowling Dodge, Four Comers, P.unning the Bases,

Boundary Ball, Circle Codge

,

Circle Socter, etc.

.
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3.

D«acrib« how to cacch

a

hall succtsifuHy.

Th« daicripcion

should includa considaraeions aa placing anaaaU dircccly
iaco cha path of cha ball,

cracking cha ball wich cha eya,

poaicion oc cha handa/ f ingara for

a

high chrow,

car a low

chrow, cha cachniquaa at giving wich cha ball, acc.

Moca:

This rapraaancs ac/above a skill laval o£ 75 parcanc.

Oanca (AN

Clf

C'l

5? 3A)

following creaciva challangaa and demonacraciona oc compulsory

roucinaa/uorda coordinacad wich basic nuaical baacs, and cha

opporcunicies co praccica cham, cha prisary scudanc will ba abla co;

A.

Danonscrace audi csry-muscular coordinacion and isaginacian by
parforaing in ac Isaac chrea scruccurad group rhychaa/dancaa
and in ac Isaac chraa individual creaciva rhychms/dances
aa Locby Lou,

Jia Along Josia,

/.ari^

Mack, La 3aapa, see./

Round cha Mountain, Indian Var Danes, Carribaan Liabo, ?osea
CO Music

3.

or creating one's own acc.

Distinguish scruccurad rhychtns/ lances from creaciva rhythms/
dancas

Mots:

this represents ac/above

Soorcaanshio

(A^'

CIM

a

skill lave! oc 75

percent.

5? SA)

Divan iescripcion, exampLss oc an reasons for cna cuaiicies of
good sporemansnip skills/haoics,

apply chan,

che

along wicn che opporcunicies co

primary scuaenc will be aoLe co:

Live iaily bv good sporcmansnip ski.^s/habics cn physical

eoucacion classes, programs, work and play luring and aicar
school hours.

.
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B.

D*scrib« how on*'i bahavior can affacc :ha ftalingi of ochari,
giving ac laasc cwo sxai&slas co illuacraca

a

poaiciva conntunicacian

and a nagaciv* ona.

Sots:

This reprasancs ac/above parfonaanca leveL of 90 parcanc.

Baraev (AN CM S? SA)

coLlowing inscrueeions

,

axampLas, readings or reelings abouc ehe

hazards ehac can cause accidents in play and che rules of safety
needed for physical education activities and recess periods, the

priaary student will be able to:

A.

Apply all learned considerations that ensure safety from
accidents during pnysical education classes, during regular
school hours and during after sesool hours.

3.

Identify potential outdoor/ indoor hazards of play at and away
from physical education settings and the immediate school

grounds

Note:

This represents above a performance

level of 90 percent.

,

,

OUTCOMES
Ouccomej of Che elemencarv physical, educacion program should
be the scudenci ability co do Che following;

PRIMARY I.EVEL
1.

Demonicrace the basic aocor sicills and the basic perceptual
motor skills by forming all sorts of leccar/numoer shapes
using Che motor skills with good posture and coordination.

2.

Oeraonstraca manipulative control of all sorts sc varied objects.

3.

Distinguish basic body-space directions and relationships
various pathway patterns, shapes of two dimensional and cnree
dimensional objects and qualities of movements.

-

Perform all sorts of simple individual, partner and apparatus
stunts that help develop ana require strength, :la.xibilic 7
and balance.
5.

Perform in fitness activities and tests that help develop,
require ana measure motor and physiological fitness.

b.

Perform the basic ball skills that help ievaloc and require
eye-hand, aye-foot coorainacion, ana apply them to simple
ball games.

7.

Demonstrate auditory-muscular coordination and imagination by
performing all sorts of structured and creative rnytnms/ cances
wnila interpreting and describing anumals. make believe
cnaractars, machines ana things in .tacure.

3.

Describe the torrect performance of simple scunca, ball skilla,
the need for regular exercise, .*.ow one s senavior can affect
the feeling of others.
'

?.

live iaily by good soortsmanship skills/habics in physical
education classes, vork and play during and after sc.hool hours.

ID.

tienciiy potential outdoor.' incoor r.ararca of play at,' away from
pnysical ecucacion settings and :.*.e L.-rmeciace sc.-.ool grounds.

11.

.Apply all

learned consideration t.'.ac ensure safety iron
ictidenta curing physical ecucacion c lasses, curing regu.ar
school hours and after sc.'.ool r.ours.
lenerall". pertorn t.-.e activities an;
taught from this guide at. aoove a sai

e.xpress

,

,

1

:r

level o:

jwi ec:

•rtanc

.

.
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OUTCOMES
INTSStMEDlATS

:.£V^I.

1.

O^monscraca a nasctry ot cha basic aocor and parcapcoAiaocor skills and apply compulsory and ersaciva variacions/
combinacions oc :ha basic aocor skills inco :ha arsas oc
jymnascics, spores and dancas.

Z.

Damonstraca compulsory and craaciva combinacions oc cunbling/
gymnascic roucinas and disciaguish cumbling and g^rmnascic
scuncs in order of difficulcy.

3.

Perform in accivicias chac halo develop ficnass and perform
in cha required ficnass cases co eaasura one's ficness.
Compuca and svaluace one's parcencila avenge in regard co
sax and age

i.

Oamonserace che specific advanced game/ spore skills vich
increased coordinacion, power ana accuracy and apply chem
in achlecic concescs.

3.

Perform in dances or varied novenenc pacesrns and diifarenc
echnic backgrounds and discanguisn cne diifarenc seep paccarns
and varied echnic backgrounds.

6.

Oescriba che need for nas caring c.be basic sovemenc and basic
parcapcual-mtocor skills, che concribucion of gymnascics,
dance, :fie pnysical and emocional c.baraccar'.scics needec for
success in spores, one's personal code of sporesmanship benavior
and saiccy awareness.

7.

Oemonscraca good social babies during and afeer acnlacic concescs
and consiscencly perform as a courceous parcicipanc and
spaccacor

j.

.^void

unsafe praccicas in all physical educacion/recraacional
accivicias and in cha use of relaced facilicias, aauipinanc
and supplies.

Cenarally, perform Che accivicias ana express cha knowledges
caugne from chis guide ac/above a skiII level of 73' C-*b),
90: (?K-b).
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MOTOR

o

0

.
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3 ASIC

MOVEMENT

Primary

^oLIo^ring aporopriac*

laaming chaLlsnges/ac:ivi:i«s thac

help develop che basic motor skills, and based on considers*
cions of body awareness, concrol/coordinacion

awareness/relacionships

li-?

1.

,

,

special

che primary scudenc will be able Co:

Idanciiy and name che non-locomocor and Locomocor skills,
Che movement

paccems, pathways,

sr.apes

and manipulacive

objects involved ac Che appropriate cimes in che curriculum

progression.

H-P

Z.

Identify che basic body parts, and body areas including
the

M-P

3.

front-back, lower-upper, right-left ana

p

Lanas

/

sides

Oiscinguish the ranges and basic levels of ones personal
space from the ranges and levels of ocners'

personal

space and of general space.

listinguisn good posture from poor posture in siccing,

M-?

standing and in cne performance of cne basic nocor ski. Is.

vf

—

5^

Given cne cnallenge/ recuesc

,

cercom

at

^easc

six basic

.
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non-locooocor aov«o«ncs vith :oncrol/coordia«cion in
ac

lease four basic dirtecions :a ch« csachar't lacisfaccion.

(th« non-locomocor skills are bending,

swaying,

M-P 6.

Given

a

screeching, swinging,

cwiscing, Cuming, curling, rising, ecc.)

visual or audicory sciaiuljs, demons crace arm

and leg coordinacion movemencs

firsc wich boch arms cogecher,

Chen vich one arm leading, chen vich boch legs cogecher,

Chen wich one leg leading.

3o cnis slowly firsc

chen

and

duickly

M-?

7.

Demonscracs ac lease

ii:t

basic locomocor skills rhyenmically

for a specified discance or signal

in scraigne ana cur'/eo

pachways firsc and chen vich liscincc variacions of iireccion
and speed.
j'imping,

y.-P

3.

a

sliding,

hopping, skipping, galloping,

3emonscraca ac lease

vichin

running,

(The locomocor skills are valking,

si.x

leaping, ece.)

basic locomocor skills in

designaced area, -coving in varied

pac.“.ways

a

,

group

speeas

and direc cions -aichouc bumping or scuzbiing.

The suggesced designaced area is

niniium

of

•/ards

in diamecer

for one

fourch of

b

k

scudencs.

IZ

10

scucancs,

a

naif a class or

a

a

yard scuare
or

a

circle

for
3

class or ac ^easc

)

FonB 1C

,

Imc

six IicCBr/nuoibir ship«s usin^ tion^locotaocor

laasc six using loconocor skills and dataonscraca

asnipulaciva soncrol of ac Isaac six diifarenc sbjaccs.

LO.

Discinguish basic body/ space directions and ralacionships
(horizoncal -vertical

,

near-tar, over-undar,

following, parallel, etc.),

laading-

basic pathway patterns

(curved, circular, straight, broken), basic shapes
(2 dimensional and

3

difflensional)

,

time and force in

aovemancs (quick-slow, strong-light, awkward-rhychiaic
etc.

Note

-

Manipulating objects examples:

Oemonscracc hand eye coordinations in the use of bean bags,
balloons, cardboard discs, beachballs,

frisbees, etc..

Demonstrate foot-eye coordination in the use of ropes,
cardboard rings, plastic bottles, tennis balls, etc..

Oenonscracs general body coordination and spatial awareness
in the use of hoops,

parachutes, etc.

individual mats, bike inner cubes, gyn scooters.
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GYMNASTICS

Tnis raprasencs ac/ above

a

akij

1

level 3r 731.

.

,
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C'raNASTICS (Gyn)

Primary

following cararul iaacraccions

,

challengts, demonscracion*

and Che opportunities to practice simple individual,
and apparatus stunts,

Gyn

I.

partner

che student ’aill be able to:

Identify and name che basic apparatus, their color/shapes/
planes,

che clothing

repuired and the different stunts

(at che appropriate times)

in

the progression of the

curriculum.

Cyn

I.

Gemonstrate variations of balancing in one's personal
space on one body part, on two body parts, and cn three

body parts
i:cafflple

-

Balance on the left

'.eg

while moving the

rignt lag forward, right side and backward; balance on
the

right leg while moving the left lag forward,

left

side and backward.

citferanc

Perform simple activities on at least

si;<

olaygrouno apparatus as balance oeam,

stone wall,

slide,

jungle gym, horiconcal ladder.

swing.
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Gyn 4.

Mam* ac Itasc six individual cumbling scuncs in ardar o£

diificuicy.

txamplas of individual scuncs

-

Side rolls, Ccabwallc,

3aac Walk, Rabbic Sop, Turk, Sic and Scand, Shouldar Scand and
Sicycla, Shoulder Rolls, spuac co souac Forward Rolls,

Carcwheels, acc..

Gyn

5.

Describe how one can perfors a Forward Roll (spuac co
spuac or scand co scand), successrully.

The descripcion

should include one's consideracions of body awareness,
effort,

and special awareness/relacionships.

A descripcion

of anocher comparable scunc is also accepcable.

Gyn

0

.

Demonscrace ac lease six siaple individual scuncs and ac
lease three partaer/group scuncs in order of their difficulty.

Soce - Partaer/group scuncs • Wheel Sarrow, Chinese
Scand, Dominoes Routine,

Indian Wrestling, Tire Tug

(from four directions) etc..

Ftrisss

©

.
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FITNESS (F)

Primary

Following learning accivizies and ceecs :hac help promoce
and neaaure speed, power,

flexibilicy/screngch and endurance,

Che priaery scudenc will be able co:

F-1.

Idencify and name warm-ups, exercises, accivicies and zsscs
ac

F-2.

Che appropriace times

Marne

ac lease

in the progression oc the curriculum.

four good health habits that help promote

body fitness as proper diet, rest, hygiene, regular exercise,

safety awareness, et:..

F-3.

Demonstrate ac least one warm-up exercise each for the
neck,

arms,

trunk,

legs,

total bony, with or without

a

cadence

Perform ac least three activities on various apparacus/aacs
for designaced/excanded periods of time which will help

to

develop and measure muscular jcrengch and muscular endurance.
.\s

-

Soriaoncal lander, parallel bars,

or pole climb,

.oign

bar,

rose

flexed leg sit-ups, bench push-ups, etc..
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P-S.

Ptrforn

i.a

P*Fio<ls of

4C

L««ac ehr«« vigorouj activicias far «xc«nd*<l

zitam

co halp davalop and aaaaura nocor

:h« characcariscica of uhic^ ara

spaad, agilicy,

balanca, coordiaacion, ace., (running gamaa
caaca,

racaa/ralays

,

,

ficnaaa,
powar,

praccict for

tcc.)

Saacriba hov ragular uarv-upa and

a

variacy of raguiar

axareiaa halp our bodiaa and ainda.
Tha daacripcion ahouLd includa :ha face chac auaclaa

could ba injurad uichouc acracching chan ouc gradually,
chac a variacy of raguiar axareiaa iavalopa flaxibilicy,

acrtngch, anduranca, plaaaing appaaranca, confidanca and :bac

our body ayscana of digaacion, circulacion, ace., function
baccar, ace..

F-7.

Parfora ac Laaac four acciviciaa/ caaca (mocor and pdyaioLogical)
ac/ abova naexonai avaragaa of SO pareanciia.

Suggaaetd caaca
claxad Lag 3iC“'Jpa,

"

SO Yard ^un.

300 Yard Jog,

Standing Long Jump,

acc..
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SPORTS

This repcesencs ac/abova

a

skill lave! of

75/1.

.
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SPORTS (Sts)
?Tiin*t7

Given ch« 3cracegi«s, rules, boundaries oi games and rhe
opporcunicies co practice the basic bail skills rhac require
eye-hand, aye-fooc toordinacion the primary scudenc will
be able :o:

SC3-l.

Idencify and name the games,
and groupings
in the

Sc 3-2.

skills, boundaries,

signals

for educacional games sc the appropriate times

progression oi the curriculum.

"ora an accurate circle formation with one's classmates
and remain quiet while the class counts off by specified

numbers/letters or while the teacher

3cs-3.

is

giving instructions.

Perform in at least six running/ tagging games without
injuries,

as Shuttle Races,

"ox and Hounds,

Sirds in N'ests,

Crows and Cranes, Kick Object Race, Sear in Pit, Treasure
Island

3 c 3 -d.

,

etc

.

Oemonscrate at least six basic ball skills with cesignated

coordination and control, as bouncing, oouling,
kicking,
ball 10

throui.-.g,
i.-.cnes

catching using sc least

in ciamecer.

a

scrikir.g,

playground

.

Sc»-5

3«acrib« hov co cacch

•

ball succatafully.

Tha daacripcion

should i.acluda conaidaraeions such aa placinf anaaalf

diraccly inco cha path ot cha bail, cracking :ha sail '^ch
cha ayaa,

poaicion of cha handa/ fingara !or

and for a low chrow,

a

high chrow

cha cachniqua of giving wich cha

bail, acc..

SCs-^.

Parfora in ac laaac six diffaranc bail gamas chac raquira
succaaafui appiicacion of cha baaic bail skills, aa four

Comars,
Baaas,

Spud,. Paaaing

Ralays,

Bowling, Codga,

Running cha

Boundary Bail Circia Codga, Circia Soccar see.
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OANC:

This reoresenca

ic.'

above in average level oc ’3”.

. .
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OAiJCZ (D)

Primary

Pollowitig sreacive challanges, and damonatracioni or body

aovemanes and words soordinaced wi;h basic musical baaes,
and cha opporcunicias co practica them,

cha primary scudenc

will be able Co:

0-1.

Idancify and name che rhythm inscrumancs, living chings

described or interpreted, rhythms, dances and movexants at
at the appropriate times in the progression or the curriculum.

0-2.

Distinguish slow tempo from fast tsmpo to the beat or at
least t.hree different rhythm instruments and three different

records

D-3

.

Perform axial and Locomotor novement challenges, creatively
or with a

leader,

to musical patters using -/4,

2/i,

3/-

timing

D-u.

Describe at least three moving things from among animals,
make believe characters, machines, circus events and things
in nature.

.
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0~S

.

Inctrprtc vich draiucic aovamanc 4xpr«ssion ac l«a«c chr««

aoving things from among animals, aaha balieva eharactars,
aachinas, circus events and chings in nacurt, ecc.

0-^.

Raeica the words of ac lease three different singing,
rhythms, games, dancas, as Looby Lon, Touch Your Toes,

Punchinello, Jim Along Josie, Mary Mach, etc..

0-7.

Distinguish structured rhythms /dances from creative rhythms/
dances given ac least tvo examples of each.

0-3.

Oamonscraca auditory/auscular coordination and iaaginacion
by performing in ac least three structured grouo rhythms/

dances and in ac least three individual creative

rhyt.hras/

dances.
>loca

-

Structured

-

Looby Lou, Jim Along Josie, Mexican

Hat Dance, ecc.

Creative - Round the Mountain, Poses to Music,
Indian

"Jar

Dance or Carribean Limbo, Creating one's own, ecc.
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SPORTSMANSHI?
CM

raorasencs above

SP

i

3

SH

perforr.anca le:vel

3:

90"..

.
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3P0RTSMAWSHI? (Sp)
Primary

Given descripcions of and reasons for :he qualicies of jood

sportsmanship skills, and the opportunities to practise them,
the primary student vill be able to:

3p-l.

Ghey/respond to directions, challenges, rules and signals.

3p-I.

:!ame

and interpret

anger,

3p-3.

sadness,

througr. novemenc

the

feeli.-.gs

of

happiness,

fear, etc..

Oeaonscrace sons iceracion for the rights ino feelings of
others by sharing supplies, equipment, and ideas and by

refraining from name calling or booing.

3p-'i.

Describe
fo

1

rules for

a

game are needed and should be

lowed

courteous, oarticipant,

spectator.

5p”5.

Define sportsmanship

,

So—:.

Dem.onstrate ifiort,

oreacivity 'constructing original ways

arc art

i

'vhy

forms)

and

i.mtrovenent

in movement

ana

social skills.

Sp-7.

Liv* daily by jood sporcimanahip ikill/habiei in phytical

aducacion elaiaaa, work, and play.

Sp-«.

Daacriba how ona

'

bahavvor can aifacc cha faalingi jf oehari

a

giving ac laaac cwo axampLaa :o illuacract
cotmnunicacian and

a

nayaciva sna.

a

poaici/a
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SAfTT?
.;n

cm

3

SP

This resrasencs above

SA

a

periarr.anca

I

eve

L

a c

?0-^

.

i
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SATETl (S)
PTimary

PoLiowing inscruccions

,

readings about the hazards that can

cause accidents in slay and the rules of safety needed for

physical education activities and recess periods, the priaary
student will be able to:

S-l.

Maine

where/uhen most school accidents occur and define

hazards.

(.'lost

school accidents occur during recess oeriods

on the playground).

3-2.

State rules of safety for participating in games,
on -nets,

recess periods,

.^pply outdoor and

3-3.

in physical

stunts

and on apparatus.

indoor safety rules for participating

education activities as ballgames, tumbling and

apparatus stunts.

3-<*.

.^pply

safety rules in using facilities,

apparatus ind supplies

luring recess periods.

3-;

.

Identify ootantial outdoor.' indoor hazards of play at and away
from physical education settings and the immediate school grounds.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION COMyETINCItS/ INTSHKEDIATS

B««ie Moveaenc (AN CM SP SA)

Given che leeming iccivicies and challenges :hac require
of Che basic aovemenc skills,

che

a

nascery

inceraediaee scudenc will be

able co:

Apply compulsory and creacive variacions/combinacions or che

A.

basic sovemenc skills inco che developmencal areas oc
gymnascics, spores, and dances.

Describe che need and imporcanca for aascering che basic

3.

aovenenc and percepcual-mocor skills.

Tne descripcion should

include one's awareness of che logical progression from che

basic aovemenc skills inco che developmenc areas of gymascics,
spores, dances and ficness cascing.

Moca:

This represencs ac/above a skill level of 75 percenc (i-6),
90

percenc (?K-o).

Gvmnascics (AN Oi CM S? 3A)

Given inscruccions

,

damonscracion, challenges and praccicas

in

individual, group and apparacus scuncs chac help develop and

require flaxibilicy,

screngch and balance,

che

incaraediaca

scudenc 'aill be able co:

A.

Demonscrace

ac

lease chree compulsory and conscrucc ac lease

three creacive combinacions of cumbling/ gymnascic roueines.

3.

Discir.guish

individual, parener/group and apparacus scuncs/

.

.
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routines in ordnr of difficuiey and dascrib* ch« concribucion
of chasa jymnaacic acciviciai co ona'j body and aind.

Tha

dascripcion ahouid includa bocb parcisipacion and apaccacor
aspaces

This represancs ae/abova a ilcill level of

>Joca:

75

parcenc (i-o),

90 parstnc (?X-6).

Tienass

(AiN

CH CM 3? SA)

ToLIowis; aancal/physicai preparacion for, through discussion,
readings and praccice, and given che

A.A.l-l. ?

.

£. R.

-Presidenc

'

a

Council on Physical “iiness tescs, :he incereediaca scudenc will
be able co:

A.

Cenonscrace aocor and physiological ficaess by parfoniag :he
six required ficaess cases ac/abova che aacional average of
50 percentile.

3.

^'lame

whac each of che six ficaess cescs measure about body

ficaess, compute and evaluate one's percentile average

i.a

regard co sex and age

Cance

(A^'

Cll

CA S? 5A)

Given varied step oatceras, body r.ovements,
dances co riusic,

folk and creative

iaforaacion about caeir ec.anic backgrounds, styles,

and che opportunicies to praccice Chen,

che

iacamediace scudenc

vill be able co:

A.

Perforo

la

at

lease

six dances of varied -.ovenent paccerr.s

from at least three different ethnic backgrounds

American Country, European, Asian, etc.).

Pan African,
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3iscinjuish ac lease chree dirieranc seep pactaras, chrea
ditfarenc ethnic acyUs and describe ene concrxbucioni of

3.

these and other areas of dance can aaite for us.

should include both

Mote:

a

This represents ae/above
90

ooorts

Given

(.-ill

tr.e

The description

participant ana spectator point of yiaw.

a

skill level of 75 percent

percent (?K—o).

Z'l

CM 3?

S.Jl)

strategies, backgrounds, rules positions, skills and

esiotional requiraments needed

for success

in games/ sports

and the

,

opportunities to practice and apply them, the intermediate student
vill be able to:

A.

Gemonstrata the specific gane/sport skills required
3i;<

3.

of

at

least

advanced games/ sports and apply them in athletic contests.

Gescribe the physical and emotional characteristics neecac for
success in sports.

The description should include tha under-

standing that feelings influence performance.

'Iota;

This represents
90

at.’’

above a skill level of *5 percent

percent (?K-d).

Scortmanshio

’.Al.'

Gli

;?

£A>

Given discussions, examples selected readings about tha cualities
of good participant/spectacor sportmanship
to apply them, tne intarmediace student

.A.

,

•..•ill

and

tne

be able

haoits

opportur.i ties
to:

c-uring

Gemonstraca good emotional/ social

sicills

after atnleti: contests ant tens

tent ly perftrm as

carticipant and spectator.

is

i

sne
ccurteo'us

.

Sooreaanahie (Coned.)

0*scrib* on«'s own personal code oc ioorcmanlilce behavior

3.

for wortc/play in teraa of applying -oencal; emocionai

,

social

skills/habiti coward physical education, recreational activities
and coward every day living.

Mots:

This represents

a

performance level of 100 percent.

Safatlv (.m CM S? SA)

Given examples, selected readings or films and discussions about
t.he

safety rules/skills needed far every physical ecucation activity,

recreational periods, the intermediate student will be sole to:

.i.

.ivoid unsafe

practices in all physical education, recreational

activities and in che

'use

of related facilities, equipment and

supplies

3.

Describe one's own personal cade far participating safely
in

physical education, recreational activities at and away

from che icsnadiate school grounds.

Mote:

This represents

a

performance level of 100 percent.

3ASIC ;'.OVt>ENT

aoreser.ti

ac/ above

a

akiil.

level oi "3" (--5),

90"

(?K—j).

.
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BASIC MOVH>!ENT (M)

Incamediaca

Given laaming activiiies chac requira
;novemanc skills,

Oemonscraca

a

Che

a

nascarv of :ha baiic

iacaraediace scudenc vill oa able co:

nascary of che basic aovemanc and oercepcual-

docor skills chac were rapuirad of priaar;^ children in :ha
araas of non-locowocor

,

locsmocor and r.anipulacive skills.

Defina basic -loveaenc skills,

H-2.

percepcual-aocor skills and

-.anioulaciva -nocor skills.

Gascriba good r’cnning fora for che

M-3.

600 fara Gog,

and for serforaing

a

50

’fard Dash,

Scacding or

for che

jlunnir.g

long Jump.

M—-.

Deaonscraca ciccor skills vich increased caordir.acion

,

balance,

power and form in preparing for che chree nocor iicness cases.

;!-5

.

Apply compulsory and creacive varcacions/ combinacions of che
bascc nover.er.c 5.tills Co che areas of gymr.asc ccs
fences

,

soorcs and
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.

Oescrib* ch* na«d and imporcanct for masccring ch* baaic

novemanc and ch« basic pareepcual'-^ocor sicilla.
Tha dascripcion should include an awareness oc che

logical progression from che basic aovenenc skills inco che

more specific skills required of gymnascics, sports, dances,
and fitness testing.
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O'OWMASTtCS

«9rti«ncj

)

.
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GYMNASTICS (Gyn)

Incamadiact

Givan inscruccions

,

demonscracioni

,

shallanjes and practice

inindividual/ jraup and apparatus icunca chac help co caveiop
ilexibilicy, screngch and balance, che incenr.adlace acudanc
vill be able co:

Gyn-L.

Mar.a

each jcunc and ac lease chree uays ;bac praccicin;

runbling/ jytnnascic acuncs and rcucir.es can ir.prov*
body.

Gyn-Z.

acrengch,

(?la.''.ibilicy,

balance,

jp.e 'a

coordinac ion.

Idenciiy cay toaencs in periorainj every cuablinj, comoacive,

apparacusscunc ac appropriace lines in

i.be

progressior. o:

me

lurriculuia.

G;m-3

Genonscrace ac lease
1C

c.ne

si:-;

incemsdiace level

ihouldar

.^oll,

inaivicuai cunslin? scuncs e.xpecced
^i;hc ir.oulcer ^oll.

as

"ervard Sell scand :o scand,

Jackvara Roll squac co sauac,

Ri;r.c

'-ee'e

Zhcri Give Roll.

Carcvneel. lecc Carcvneei,

Head Scand, eci..

Gyr.-u.

Rercorr. ac

expaccad

ic

leas

me

i;;

partner sriup or apparatus scunta

in'tartediaca

•

level,

is

Chinese Seine
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wichout locking elbows, PTramid connacions, Threa Log
Roll,

Indian Wrescling from right and lacc sides, 3ird

Fight or Wand Wrestling, Tug of War, ate.. Others nay
include the use of balance beam, parallel bar, horizontal
ladder, high bar;

Oyn-5

.

trampoline where available, etc..

Oistinguish individual, partner/group and apparatus stunts/
routines in order of difficulty and describe the contribution
of these jytiraascic activities to one's body and mind.

The description should include both participation and

spectator aspects.

Gyn-6.

Oemonstrata at least three compulsory and construct at
at least

three creative combinations of gymnascic stunts

in tumbling or apparatus routines.
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rtrizss

162

riTMESS (?)
Inc«r3«tli4ce

"ollowinj atntal/physical prsparacion, chrough iijcussion,
readings and praccice, and given ;he AAHPES

-

’resident's

Council on Physical Fitness Tests, the interaediate student
uill be able to:

Lead a class for at least five ainutes in organizing and
oerforair.g uara—op exercises in

Tais can be done in
in

preparation for

N'aRe

a

a

a

planned and orderly aanner.

traditional cadence aanner or

specific activity as tumbling or TCGA.

three groups that exercises can be classified under ano

describe the orgin and purpose of exercises

'<r.ow

as 'fCCA.

(ixercises can be classified under flexibility, strengtn,
endurance, rotcr

Perfom regularly

si*

ills.)

in

designated exercises and accivities that

help develop and require ootor and physiological fitness in
the areas :t exercises,

gymastics, sports

and

dance.

describe pnysical/ rental fitness in its totality o: r.eaning
and the need for life long activities tnat will help prcrote

:
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F-3.

H«a* wh«c tach oi cha six Cases aaasuras abouc body ficnass,

conpuca and avaluaca ona's pareancila avaraga in ra^ard co
CO

sax and a;a

,

following parcicipacion in cha ficnass eases.

Damonseraea cha ficnass naadad

co do

aasily and afcaccivaly,

cha roueina ducies and naxiaum casks each day bri.ngs;

parrora

cha six ficnass cases ae/abova cha naeional laval of SO

parcaneila.
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SPORTS

o

o
Thii rapresancs ic/ibove

i

skill.

'.aval

3:

:i-!)

,

?0”.

(?K-t)

.

,
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SPORTS (Scs)

Inctinadiaca

Givtn ch« scracajiai, backjrsund*

,

ruiai,

posicions, slcilLs

and amocional rai^uirsmanci naadad isr luccass ia janaa/ iport
j
and cha spportunicias Co pracciea ana aoplv chan,

cha

incarnadiaca

icudanc will ba ab la :o:

3ea-L.

Scaca cha scraca^cas,

rjiaa

,

posicions,

jkLIIs,

supplcas,

coses repuirad of ac laasc chraa advancad gaaas/sporca
and ac laasc how co draw an accuraca circle an cha

blackboard or hardcop.

Thase ihould be Iona ac approprcaca

ciaes in cha proq;rassion ot cna curriculum.

Sci-2.

Oamonacraca cna basic ball ikills rapuirad ot ac lease
chraa diffaranc advancad ctam janes/ spores vich Ir.craasin;

coordinacion

,

power and accuracy.

(Craek Dodje, Soccer,

5ca-3.

Solleyball,

Sotcball, Saskecball,

Perfora cha basic skills ot ac laasc three individual,
and small jrouo

dual,
(

spores vtch i.'.craasing coorcinaccon.

Track, Swvmnin?, Touble ;ucch.

Thass, horseshoes, ecc.)

Piddle Tennis,

acc..'

.

Ses'*^.

Otscrib* cha ourposa of cha Olympics and cha Oacachion
from an ideaiiscic poiac of viev.

3cs~5.

Dascriba :ha diffaranc '/laws :oward sports in ancianc

Sparta as compared wich ancianc Achans.
is

CO know chac diffaranc cuicuras hava

abouc physical aducacion and spores,

Tha poinc of this

diffaranc riavs

tha comparison could

be mada baevean Cuba and England or baevaan Prussia and

Amarica.

Ses-o.

Oemonscraca cha spacific jaae/ sport skills of at lease
six advanced james/sports and apply them in achlacic

conceses

5ca“7.

Oascriba tha physical and emocional charactariscics r.aadad
for succass

in spores.

The descripcion should include the undarscandin? chac

feelings iniluanca pertoraanca.

This should be cha ftrsc

seep inco being aoLa co underscand and ciscuss the term

Psychology of Sport.
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3ANCS
.\N

This raorasancs ac/above

CN

a

CM

S?

3A

akiLl ’.aval oc *5^

90” (?K—i).
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DAiJCS (0)

Inceraadiaca

Givan '/ariad seep paccams, body aovamancs, folk and craaciva
dancas co ausic,

inforaacions about chair achnic backgrounds,

and cha opportunicias co practica them,

cha incamadiaca

scudanc will ba abla co:

G-i.

Samonscraca at laasc chrea diffarenc dance fomacions at
cha

caachar's racuasc and iamonscraca cha ability co nova

in unifora file and scop.

3-2.

Mova correcciy co at laasc
dance calls,
in at

si:c

aiiiarar.c .-usarican country

including che Grand ^ighc and late, and parfora

laasc tjo acuare dances as Lavi, 3ack co 3ack, Texas

Otar, ate..

3-3.

Percotca successfully in at

laasc evo dancas of

a

creative,

rodem, jaac or concanporary nature.

3-u.

Ma=e it least four nance iorr.acions

,

iourioLk dancas of

four diffarenc origins and four square dance calls.
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D-S.

Oiacinguish it la«sc chr«« diiferanc ictp paccema, chre*
iiffsrenc achnic scylea and deacribe ch* concribuciona cbaa*
and ocher areaa o£ dance can sake co aa.

The deacripcion should include boch

a

parcicipanc and

apeccacor poinc of view.

O'*?.

Perfora in ac leaac six dances of varied sovenenc paccems
from ac leaac chree diifersr.c echnic backgrounds.

(Backgrounds
.\sian,

(

-

Pan .African, .Imerican Councry, European,

ecc..)

tncemacional Polk Cancea

Troika, Israeli 3ara, Bamboo

**

P.op,

PI Llanero,

Russian

Bongo, Greens leeves

,

ecc..)
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3?ORTS:iU<SHI?
A*'I

This raprasancs

i

CM

3?

3A

parfarrianca lival si

,

171

3?ORT3MANSHI? (So)
Incdrntdiacs

3iv«n inscruc:ijns

,

5«lacc3<l readings and axarapLas

of

qualicias of good parrioipanc/ joacracor sporramansnip

:l*.e

oppocpunicias co apply :hem, che Incsraediacs acudenc
de

3p-l.

confidence, nygiene, personaiicy.

Describe ac lease evo personalicy craics cnac can help ore
a

esaa nencar or leader.

Describe che relacionship beeveen having
appearance in cares

sc

hygiene,

a

pleasing personal

seraonalicy ana body

iicnesa and che feeling of personal confidence.
evo examples

So—*.

’-nil

Define courage, perseverance, nunilicy, cruscvorcninesa

achieve as

Sp-3.

ciit

able :o:

selrconcrol,

Sp-I.

and

,

lease

.\c

snould be -.ncludec in che descripcion.

Der.onscraca good healch

.-.abica

in

cne

areas si liec,

appearance good poseur*, consiceracion for ochers’

regular exercise,

and

safety awareness.

clean

feelings,
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Sp-5.

3«Baascrac« 3o*i:iv« habavior habits during physical
education class and/or during

sp-fl.

taoni

praccieas.

Construct at least one quality arc fora/uor'a usang
education related activity for the these.

pnysical

a

txampLes

*

poetry, essay, painci.-ig, dance, etc..

Sp-T.

Describe one's own personal code of sportsmansnap oehavaor
for uork/play In terse of applying -ner.cal, emotional, social

s'aills/habics toward pnysical education,

recreation

activities and toward every day living.

3p-d.

Desonstrata good participant/ spectator slciil/habits
during and after athletic contests, consascer.cly sei.ng

courteous individual.

a

173

.

.

.
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SAF-TY (S)

Incenediaca

Given sxanplss, 3«lecced readings and discussions oc saiecy

nias

and skills needed for every physical aducacian accivicy,

che incersediaca scudenc will be able :o;

3-1.

Mane ac laasc rhree pocancial satacy hazards for recreacionai

acdivicias during recess periods and chree pocencial saiecy

hazards for recreacionai accivicies aicar school hours.

3-2.

3caca ac laasc chree saiacy rules

far perionaing cuxoling/

combacive scuncs and ac laasc chree saiacy rules for parcicipacing in accive games / sports

3-3.

.^pply Che

saiecy rales/ skills for parcicipacing

in

dual/

caan sports

3->*.

.i.pply

che saiacy ralas/skills

for parcicipacing in cusbling/

comoacive and apparacus scuncs.

5-5.

.A.void

unsaia praccicas in all physical education/ recraacional

accivicies and in Che use of relacad facilicias ecuisr.enc and
supplies
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S-fl.

D«*crib« on*'* p«rson«l cod* for ?«rticip*cing saftly in
physical «ducacion/r*cT**cion*l accivici** ac and away
from ch* school ground*.

APPENDIX C
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,
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Physical Education Assessment Tools for
Special Needs Youth

Many physical educators, special educators and
others who work with students in urban schools use tests
for the wrong reasons.

Educators in some disciplines

fail to realize that a test in itself is not important.

How it is used is all that really counts.

Successful testing programs with special needs

youth include teachers, administrators and others who
plan overall educational programs for the individuals with

whom they work.

Test results should also be used to moti-

vate and challenge students to improve their levels of
performance.

A series of assessment instruments that can be used
in physical education settings for special needs youth

are presented here along with the name of the author

what is measured, how it is measured, the administration
of the test and comments.

These instruments should be used in order to give

physical education teachers background information on the
physical capabilities of their students.

Thus, teachers

are better able to plan physical activities which meet
the needs of their students.

These physical education

assessment tools were selected because of their

.
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adaptability to different student populations and
because
©ach test required limited equipment.
Physical Fitness Test Battery for Mentally Retarded

Children (Hollis Fait, School of Physical Education,

University of Connecticut, Storrs)
What is measured

How measured

Speed

25-yard dash

Static muscular endurance of

arm and shoulder girdle

Bent arm hang

Muscular endurance of leg
and abdominal muscles

Leg lift

Static balance

Static balance test

Agility

Thrust

Cardiorespiratory endurance

300-yard run-walk

Administration of test.

The test can be adminis-

tered in one day in the order listed above; if spread

over several days, a test item can be given each child
on a different day with a setup using six testing stations.

All test items can be administered indoors or

outdoors with the exception of the 300-yard run-walk which
can be run indoors if a non-confusing system of counting
laps is established.
for test items are;

Equipment and/or facilities needed
25-yard dash--35-yard straightaway,

a wall or board for starting blocks; bent arm hang

.

,
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horizontal bar or doorway bar and a stool; leg lift
or mat substitute (i.e

.

— mat

mattress with clear cover or

several layers of blankets)

;

300— yard run— walk

— sufficient

indoor or outdoor area for running laps or a straightaway;
stop watches and scoring cards are also needed.

The test

can be given by physical education or classroom teacher

with a trained volunteer at each testing station.

Norms

have been established for moderately (trainable) and

mildly (educable) mentally retarded individuals in 9-12,
13-16, and 17-20 age groups for both males and females;

low average, and good performance scales have been

established for each sex for each age level grouping for
each event.

Comments

.

Test is appropriate for both moderately

and mildly retarded persons.

It is designed to measure

accurately the physical fitness levels of mentally retarded subjects and to eliminate intelligence or IQ
factors.

The test is characterized by minimal memoriza-

tion of movement patterns and contains few detailed

directions

.
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Elementary School Physical Fitness Test for Boys and
Ages Six to Twelve (State Department of Public
Instruction, Olympia, Washington)

What is measured

How measured

Leg power

Standing broad (long)
jump

Strength and endurance of
forearm, arm, and

shoulder girdle

Bench push-ups

Strength and endurance of
trunk flexor muscles

Curl-ups

Strength and endurance of
trunk and leg extensor

muscles

Squat

Speed

j

ump

30-yard dash

Administration of test

.

The test can be administered

by classroom teachers or physical education instructors

with help from older students, parents, and other volunteers.

Needed equipment includes stop watches, measuring

tape, several mats and chairs, yardstick, and a class or

group score sheet.

All test items other than the 30-yard

dash can be given in a gymnasium or regular classroom.
The 30-yard dash should be administered in a gymnasium,

corridor, or outdoors.

The test can be given in one

testing period or be spread over several periods in the

.
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order listed above.

Norms and scoring information by

age and sex for both boys and girls between the ages of
six and twelve are available.

Comments

.

Test norms do not include scores from

special education populations.

However, these norms

have been used with mildly mentally retarded children.

Special Fitness Test Manual for the Mentally Retarded
(American Alliance for Health, Physical Education and

Recreation, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
D.C.

,

Washington,

)

How measured

What is measured

Arm-shoulder endurance

Flexed arm hang

Abdominal endurance

Sit-ups

Agility

Shuttle run

Leg power

Standing broad (long)
jump

Speed

50-yard dash

Coordination

Softball throw for

distance
300-yard run-walk

Cardiorespiratory endurance
Administration of test

,

Group test recommended to

education or
be administered by classroom, physical
attendants.
special education teachers, volunteers, ward
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cottage and residential facility personnel.

needed includes:

flexed arm hang

— horizontal

Equipment
bar, hori-

zontal ladder, doorway, gym ladder, and stop watch; situps

— mat

and stop watch; shuttle run

— two

wooden blocks

or erasers for each youngster tested simultaneously and

stop watch; standing broad jump

— mat,

floor, or outdoor

and premeasured

— stop watch
for distance; softball throw — softball
area; 300-yard run-walk — marked area

and stop watch.

Percentile scores based on a random

jumping pit and tape measure; 50-yard dash
and area marked

sample of 420 mildly retarded subjects from public

schools in the United States are available for boys
and girls between the ages of eight and eighteen for

each test item.

Procedures for testing a class of

fifteen divided into three squads are suggested.

Awards

are available for youngsters who attain the 50th

percentile (Silver Award) and 75th percentile (Gold Award)
on five of the seven test items for their age and sex;
the CHAMP Award is available for those who score at the

85th percentile or higher on all seven test items for

their age and sex.

Comments

.

The test results provide an assessment of

each child's progress and can be used for diagnostic purposes to determine individual strengths and weaknesses.

.
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The Peabody Test of Physical Fitness (Institute on
School

Learning and Individual Differences, George Peabody
College for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee
What is measured

37023)

How measured

Strength and speed

Shuttle run, volleyball

throw

Body build and growth

Height and weight

Hand-eye coordination

Ball bounce

Cardiovascular endurance

Maximum pulse increase
(step test)

Muscular power

Burpee (squat thrust)

Administration of test

.

Test can be administered

by classroom and physical education teachers to assess
the physical fitness of elementary school children be-

tween five and nine.

Teachers and other test administers

are urged to build rapport with youngsters so as to

properly motivate them.

Test should be given in height,

weight, pulse rate, ball bounce, Burpee, shuttle run,

volleyball throw.

Equipment needed includes test manual,

individual data and profile sheets, two rubber volleyballs, 50-foot steel tape, masking tape, chalk, wooden
pegs, and stop watch.

Test can be administered during

the course of one or two periods.

Percentile norms

indicate each child's relative standing in comparison
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with other children the same age, sex, and height.

Norms

are provided for each component.

Comments

.

Test is easy to administer, yields a

continuous point score, and results can be objectively
recorded.

Test directions and scoring procedures are

clearly explained.

Individual data and profile sheets

are provided as well as suggestions for making optimum
use of test results.

